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Attention:
Re:

Mr. Dave Bartesko, RPFT

Mikisew Cree LARP submission

Dear Mr. Bartesko,
Please accept the attached submission as Mikisew’s suggestion on protected areas,
including recommendations on management of land in the LARP region.
It should be noted that from an ecosystem management perspective, as well as from a
First Nation’s land stewardship perspective, it is not possible to separate land from
water and air. Responsible land management requires that all environmental
components are assessed concurrently as they are connected and depend on one
another.
The protected areas that Mikisew have identified in this report represent our best
attempt to comply with GOA’s request for Mikisew to provide suggestions on areas of
importance to Mikisew within the LARP region. It should however be noted that the
areas identified in this report do not represent complete and final areas of interest to
Mikisew, due to rushed timelines, lack of complete data and inadequate financial and
technical capacity. We remain concerned that GoA did not meet our requests in terms
of funding and process for LARP.
In order for Mikisew to have been able to provide more complete information, the
following additional information was needed, the essence of which has been outlined
throughout the LARP process to Alberta, including in various versions of a Traditional

Resource Use Plan (“TRUP”) which Alberta did not agree to fund: information that
would properly enable Mikisew to determine and comment on cumulative impacts to
Mikisew’s section 35 rights and cultural impacts to the Mikisew community; thresholds
for determination of impacts to section 35 rights, and other cultural impacts information.
Again, Mikisew has been clear and up front about the need for this information and the
need for resources required to collect it. Unfortunately Alberta did not agree to discuss
or fund this information although the concepts were raised over two years ago. It is still
not too late for this information to be collected and integrated into LARP if GoA shows a
willingness to actually engage with us.
This information is important for a number of reasons. For example, it is not possible in
Mikisew’s view for the GoA to identify thresholds to things like air, land and water
without understanding the cumulative impacts of already existing development generally
and in respect of Mikisew’s section 35 rights. We are also concerned that “trade offs”
will be made without GoA understanding what is being “traded off.” Absent critical
information of the kind referenced above, Mikisew fears that LARP is being developed
in an information vacuum.
Mikisew has on numerous occasions raised concerns with GOA regarding the apparent
lack of information on the listed above, as noted earlier. Specifically, Mikisew has
made requests for GOA to fund studies necessary in order to identify and mitigate these
concerns. However, GOA has not provided capacity for or conducted any of the studies
called for. Given that is not possible to make fully informed decisions on land
management without necessary information on impacts to Treaty rights or how to
mitigate these impacts without this kind of information, Mikisew is making the following
recommendations to GOA:

1) GOA should not make critical land use decisions under LARP until the following
actions take place:
a) Provide capacity for Mikisew to undertake the TLRUMP study that has previously
been tabled with Alberta (please see attached)
b) Funding a study that assesses cumulative impacts to the environment and First
Nations rights as a result of existing, planned and reasonably foreseeable
development
c) Identify, together with Mikisew, thresholds for the meaningful exercise of section
35 rights now and into the future, taking into account direct and cumulative
impacts of existing, planned and reasonably foreseeable development on those
rights
2) In the event that GoA decides to go ahead with LARP, including land classification
and selection of protected areas, Mikisew recommends that LARP should be revisited, including ensuring there are mechanisms for such re-visiting of previous
decisions, on the basis of new information on impacts and thresholds that becomes

available. Such decisions may include re-designation of areas and possibly the
buying back of certain leases, among other options.
3) Without a clear understanding of existing impacts as a result of development
occurring to date, it is not possible to develop thresholds necessary to reduce
impacts in the future. Mikisew is strongly recommending that GOA calls for a
moratorium on the issuance of all approvals or licenses pertaining to all future
oil sands development until existing cumulative impacts have been assessed
and environmental thresholds, based on best available science, have been
identified, including in relation to the ability of Mikisew and other First Nations
to meaningfully exercise their section 35 rights. Mikisew is taking this position
not because they are “anti development” in all instances but because the existing
impacts of oil sands and other activities have already adversely affected and
infringed their rights. While Mikisew cannot undo previous decisions and
development of oil sands, Mikisew is of the strong view that decision making about
future projects must be made on better information of the kind referenced in this
letter.
4) Mikisew is recommending that GOA should enforce that companies use best
available technology to achieve environmentally sustainability outcomes as a
prerequisite for all existing projects and for all future approvals that are issued once
cumulative impacts have been assessed.
As a final point, and as raised previously with you at our recent meeting to discuss the
RAC Vision Document, Mikisew expects to engage in deep and meaningful consultation
with GoA on LARP. The first steps in such consultation would be for GoA to meet with
Mikisew and our advisors to discuss these submissions. Mikisew would be happy to
answer any questions that GoA planners have on these submissions. Further meetings
would focus on development of the LARP, as well as discussion of further information
needed to develop LARP.
Once you have reviewed these submissions, please contact me to set up a schedule of
meetings so that GoA can fully understand our input, issues and concerns, and so that
we can continue to contribute to the development of LARP.

Sincerely yours,

Linda Aidnell, MCFN GIR Land use coordinator

cc.

Chief Roxanne Marcel, MCFN
Melody Lepine, MCFN GIR Director
Sebastien Fekete, MCFN GIR
Robert Freedman, MCFN legal advisor
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Disclaimer
Given the financial and information limitations, nothing in this report should be
construed as a definitive list of MCFN concerns, impacts, needs, rights and uses; nor
should it be taken as a limitation on the uses or rights of the MCFN. MCFN reserves the
rights to alter, amend, revise or update any portion of this report if and when further
information becomes available.
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Executive summary
The Mikisew Cree First Nation has been asked by the Government of Alberta (GoA) to
provide information in the context of the development of the Lower Athabasca Regional
Plan (LARP). The Mikisew Cree First Nation expects the GoA to engage in a process of
meaningful consultation as the GoA develops LARP. The First Nation‟s goal for the
LARP is to protect lands where Mikisew Cree can exercise their treaty and aboriginal
rights now and in the future. These rights are important in sustaining Mikisew Cree
culture and livelihood, and are consistent with rights as specified in section 35 of the
Constitution Act 1982. The Mikisew Cree First Nation is making this submission to the
Alberta Land Use Secretariat as part of their contribution to the planning process.
In recent years, the Mikisew Cree First Nation has participated in several research
projects which resulted detailed descriptions of past and present traditional land and
resource use, and definitions of lands and resources which they intend to use in the
exercise of traditional practices in the future. Archaeological, ethnographic and historic
literature shows that the Mikisew Cree and their ancestors have occupied a vast territory
in north-eastern Alberta for many centuries. As a series of traditional land use (TLU)
studies clearly demonstrates, the Mikisew Cree use the same territory and resources
today and intend to do so in the future.
Six TLU studies involving the Mikisew Cree have been conducted in the past seven
years. They provide a wealth of detail describing Mikisew Cree land and resource use
since the signing of Treaty 8 in 1899. The data produced by these studies is used
extensively in this submission to demonstrate past and present patterns of land and
resource use.
The six studies conducted a total of 305 interviews with members of the Mikisew Cree
First Nation, and together recorded a total of 23,868 land and resource use sites and
features.1 While this is a very large record of Mikisew Cree use features, it is still a partial
record because only about ten percent of the Mikisew Cree population was interviewed
in the course of these six studies. Nevertheless, when all the data produced in the six
studies are aggregated into a single database, clear images of Mikisew Cree land and
resource use patterns are revealed.

Throughout these submissions, the terms “sites” and “features” are used. These terms are meant to
reflect the information contained in the TLU studies discussed in this report – both specific sites
described as points where activities were carried out in the past and are currently carried out, as well as
other features described as lines and polygons, such as travel routes, traplines, place names and areas of
ecological significance.
1
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The six TLU studies considered here had different purposes, geographic focuses, and
time and money constraints, and as a result different characteristics and qualities. Even
with their differences, these six studies share important features. They all dealt with the
same community – the Mikisew Cree – and the same general geography – places within
Mikisew Cree Territory where use has been documented.2 They used the same general
approach to data collection and they all used compatible GIS technology to store,
organize and present data. The shared characteristics make finding a common basis for
aggregating the data collected by each study straightforward. Once aggregated into a
single database, the data from all six studies can then be used to address common
issues.
The result is a series of analytical maps showing where, why and when the Mikisew Cree
have used their lands and resources over the past century. These maps and the TLU data
underlying them were then subjected to a detailed statistical and distributional analysis
of harvesting features and ecological features to reveal factors which Mikisew Cree take
into account in their definition of terrain which is culturally favoured for the exercise of
their traditional practices. This definition is used to identify principles which should be
developed in the LARP to protect preferred habitat important in Mikisew Cree
traditions.
The statistical analysis clearly shows Mikisew Cree select lands with very specific
qualities when they embark on a hunt. They select prime habitat which is close to places
suitable for establishing habitations, on a well-travelled traditional trail or other access
route, in backcountry with easy river access, and distant from industrial disturbance. In
other words, protecting just any extent of territory in the LARP is not sufficient to
protect Mikisew Cree rights and interests – protected lands must also incorporate
Mikisew Cree cultural definitions of suitable hunting, fishing, gathering and trapping
terrain.
Finally, this submission provides maps and descriptions of the lands and resources the
Mikisew Cree anticipate using in the future, along with a detailed rationale for the
selection of these lands and resources, including an explanation of why the selected
areas are important from a cultural, ecological and traditional perspective.
Briefly, the Mikisew Cree First Nation proposes protection for several major features of
the regional landscape, including:

In these submissions, reference is made to Mikisew‟s “territory” or, at times, “use area” and related
terms. For purposes of these submissions, any such reference indicates the places where Mikisew past or
current use has been documented through the TLU studies described in this submission. As noted
elsewhere in these submissions, the recording of use sites or features is not meant to indicate the totality
of all available information, since (due to time and financial constraints), only ten per cent of Mikisew
members have been interviewed in these studies.
2
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A buffer five kilometres wide on each side of the Athabasca River
A buffer which takes in the TLU features clustered within and around the PeaceAthabasca Delta
Over time, the limiting or elimination of industrial impacts on all remaining
intact landscapes in the LARP region
Protection for remaining large tracts of habitat suitable for moose, bison and
woodland caribou
A buffer one kilometre wide on each side of category 1, 2 and 3 streams
throughout Mikisew Cree traditional use territory and a buffer one kilometre
wide around all lakes. In addition, the slopes of the Birch Mountains also need to
be protected.

The LARP applies to 93,217 kilometers2 of north-eastern Alberta, and together the areas
proposed by the Mikisew Cree for protection totals 37,621 kilometers2 – about 40.4% of
the LARP area. The Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo is 68,816 kilometers2. The
Mikisew Cree proposals would protect 54.7% of the municipality. While this area does
not protect all of their traditional territory, the protected lands and resources will enable
the Mikisew Cree to continue their traditional practices well into the future.
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1. Introduction
The Mikisew Cree First Nation has been asked by the Government of Alberta (GoA) to
provide information in the context of the development of the Lower Athabasca Regional
Plan (LARP). The Mikisew Cree First Nation expects the GoA to engage in a process of
meaningful consultation as the GoA develops LARP. These submissions should be read
together with other materials that are appended to this report including: Mikisew
submissions on the RAC “vision document”, Mikisew submissions on the IFN process;
Mikisew‟s community report on IFN; Mikisew‟s joint proposal with ACFN to develop a
Traditional Resource Use Plan; Mikisew‟s joint submission on the Regulatory
Enhancement Project, and other related materials and documents.
A Government of Alberta website describes the purpose of the LARP.
“The Lower Athabasca Regional Plan will identify and set resource and
environmental management outcomes for air, land, water and biodiversity, and
guide future resource decisions while considering social and economic impacts.”3
The regional plan will be constructed in accordance with Alberta‟s Land Use
Framework. The Land Use Framework is guided by “seven key strategies for improving
land-use decision-making in Alberta.” One of these strategies is “Inclusion of Aboriginal
peoples in land-use planning.”4 The Mikisew Cree First Nation must be consulted
because LARP and decisions made in accordance with LARP have the potential to
adversely affect and infringe their Treaty and aboriginal rights. Mikisew expects GoA to
engage in a process of meaningful consultation prior to the development and
finalization of LARP and to seriously consider and substantially address Mikisew‟s
concerns and input related to LARP, including the issues raised in these submissions.
The First Nation‟s goal for the LARP is to protect lands and resources to ensure that the
Mikisew Cree can meaningfully exercise their treaty and aboriginal rights now and in
the future. These rights are essential in sustaining Mikisew Cree culture and livelihood,
and are consistent with rights as specified in section 35 of the Constitution Act 1982.
Terms of protection incorporated in the LARP must take into account patterns of
historical use, current use, and anticipated future use.
Towards the end of gaining protection for lands and resources, this submission
documents where in their territory within LARP the Mikisew Cree exercise their treaty
and aboriginal rights and carry out their cultural and spiritual practices. Moreover, due
to the lack of comprehensive TLU information regarding traditional land use and
3
4

Alberta nd
Alberta 2009:2
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cumulative environmental impacts, it should be cautioned that there are other areas
which may be beneficial to protect. However, what this submission will show is:
1. where in the past have Mikisew Cree First Nation members exercised their rights
of use and occupancy,
2. where they currently exercise their rights, and
3. where they intend to exercise their rights in the future.
The submission includes,
1. maps and descriptions of Mikisew Cree First Nation historical use of lands and
resources,
2. maps and descriptions of Mikisew Cree First Nation current use of lands and
resources,
3. maps and descriptions of Mikisew Cree First Nation anticipated future use of
lands and resources, and
4. a detailed rationale for the identification of areas selected by the Mikisew Cree
First Nation for protection, including an explanation of why these areas are
important to the Mikisew Cree from a cultural, traditional, and ecological
perspective.
The data and information used to construct the maps and descriptions presented in this
submission come largely from a series of traditional land use (TLU) studies in which the
Mikisew Cree First Nation participated or actively promoted over the past several years.5
The historic and contemporary patterns of use shown in the maps and descriptions
define the properties of lands and resources which the Mikisew Cree want protected in
the LARP, because historically and at present, these are the kinds of lands the Mikisew
Cree favour for their cultural purposes. In this submission, the social and cultural
patterns of use are compared to other data and maps describing biological features and
ecological values. This comparison helps identify areas within the LARP region which
satisfy Mikisew Cree requirements for lands and resources possessing qualities needed
for them to continue to meaningfully practice their treaty and aboriginal rights.
The Mikisew Cree First Nation recognizes that certain areas preferred for protection are
already subject to industrialization, and other areas may be industrialized over time.
The Mikisew Cree would potentially consider protection for areas reclaimed following
industrial uses, only if Alberta agrees that the reclaimed areas are restored to a state
equal to conditions existing prior to development, and are thus capable of supporting
the exercise of Mikisew Cree traditional rights. However, proposing protection of
Due to time and funding constraints, the TLU studies referenced here cannot and should not be taken as
representing the totality of the Mikisew Cree First Nation‟s historical and current use of lands within their
Traditional Territory.
5
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reclaimed areas is uncertain for the Mikisew Cree, because today there is no proof that
reclamation efforts will succeed in re-establishing conditions suitable for their
traditional practices.
This report is only a first attempt to engage in the LARP process by describing which
areas the Mikisew Cree First Nation would like to protect now and in the future. While
based on the best information available today, this submission is by no means enough of
a foundation upon which to make well-informed decisions. The Mikisew Cree First
Nation could provide GoA with a complete rationale and maps of areas that they would
like to protect only after a Traditional Resources Use study has been completed and the
cultural needs of the Mikisew Cree First Nation are better understood.6 Furthermore,
baseline and cumulative environmental impact measures must be identified and
assessed to establish thresholds of change relevant to the practice of Mikisew‟s section
35 rights. Therefore, Mikisew Cree expects to continue consultation with Alberta on the
Lower Athabasca Regional Plan and to engage in ongoing discussions on management
of regional resources. In light of this imperfect knowledge on the consequences of
development, the Mikisew Cree First Nation suggests that the Alberta Government
adopt a more precautionary approach to development, which may include a halt in
development in parts of the LARP region until the necessary information required to
make enlightened decisions has been produced and analysed.

2. Historical Mikisew Cree Land Use
Development of the LARP requires the Mikisew Cree to show where in the past they
have exercised their rights of use and occupancy.

2.1 The past to 1900
Until about 10,000 years ago, much of the territory presently occupied by the Mikisew
Cree First Nation was under the waters of glacial Lake McConnell, a large body of water
trapped behind receding Ice Age glaciers. People could not have lived in the region until
the glaciers melted, the lake drained, and the land dried enough to support plants,
animals and humans.7 While the details of the prehistory of northern Alberta are still
poorly known, early humans who entered the region in the past 8,000 to 10,000 years
included the ancestors of Cree and Chipewyan.8
Today, the Mikisew Cree First Nation includes members from two ethnic populations –
the Western Woods Cree and the Athabasca Denesuline. As Map One shows, by at least
the beginning of the 19th century, these populations were entrenched in slightly

Mikisew first raised the need for such a study with GoA in October, 2008.
University of Calgary nd
8 Royal Alberta Museum 2005
6
7
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overlapping territories in what is now north-western Saskatchewan, north-eastern
Alberta, and the adjacent

Map One – Distribution of Cree and Chipewyan in 1800
(From: Tanner, J. 2006:24)
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Northwest Territories.9 Map Two shows annual travel routes of the Cree and Chipewyan
who were occupying lands in the vicinity of Fort Chipewyan and Fort McMurray in the
early 19th century.
Map Two was constructed on the basis of Hudson Bay Company records, which are
fairly detailed for the early part of the 19th century. This map emphasizes the enduring
relationship the MCFN have to their land and resources in the Athabasca oil sands
region. Later trade records are not as detailed, but in her thesis Pamela Mathewson, a
graduate student at the University of Alberta, was able to approximate the distribution
of the Cree and Chipewyan in the mid-19th century. According to Mathewson, Cree
hunters moved towards the west and northwest, following herds of bison which were
retreating to the north in the face of increasing hunting pressure from the south, and the
Chipewyan moved further west of Lake Athabasca.
By the middle of the 19th century, both peoples had expanded into territories closer to
Fort Chipewyan where they conducted much of their trade with the Hudson Bay
Company.10 Map Two is an approximation of where the Cree and Chipewyan were
located by the late 1800‟s and early 1900‟s when traditional land use study data are
available to provide more detailed descriptions of use and occupancy patterns.

2.2 The 20th and 21st centuries
Six traditional land use studies conducted in the past seven years provide a wealth of
detail describing Mikisew Cree land and resource use since the signing of Treaty 8 in
1899. The data produced by these studies is used extensively in this submission.
2.2.1 The six traditional land use studies
Because of the importance of TLU study data and information in this submission, the six
studies deserve description. The traditional land use studies are:





The Ayapaskowinowak Study (Tanner Northern Study)11
The Husky Sunrise/Imperial Kearl Study (Husky/Imperial Study)
The PACTeam Historic Study (PACTeam Study)
The Phase 1: Mikisew Cree First Nation TLU-Total Joslyn North Mine
Study (Tanner Southern Study)

Smith, J.G.E. 1981:256-270; Lovisek, J.A. nd; N a t c h e r , D . A 2000
Mathewson, P.A. 1974
11 For the sake of simplicity, the six TLU studies are referred to by the name of their primary researcher or
sponsor.
9

10
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The Phase 2: Mikisew Cree First Nation TLU- Total Joslyn North Mine
Study (Calliou Study)
The Mikisew Cree First Nation Comprehensive TLU Study (Tobias Study)

Map Two – Annual rounds of the Cree and Chipewyan in the mid-19th century
(From: Tanner, J. 2006:44)
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In addition to these TLU studies, other studies documenting Mikisew use and concerns
will also be referred to in this submission, such as reports by Sherri Labour and the
Firelight Group.
The Ayapaskowinowak Study (Tanner Northern Study)

The Tanner Northern Study was managed by James Tanner of Fish Creek Consulting,
Calgary. The study began in 2002 and was completed in 2006. It focused on “specific
land uses associated with the Wood Buffalo Park and historical concentrations of
activity from the 1940‟s to 1980‟s.”12 The intention of the study was to show land use of
“the Mikisew Cree and their ancestors from the earliest times to the present day.”13
Fifty Elders between ages 55 and 90, including 35 men and 15 women, were interviewed
in the course of the Tanner Northern Study. They identified 4,100 use features. They
were asked to discuss their use activities in three periods:




First Period – Before 1970
Second Period – 1971-1984
Third Period – After 1984

Respondents were also asked questions about their annual rounds of seasonal activities
in each of the three periods. Information was elicited detailing:








genealogy
family composition
personnel involved in seasonal activities
division of labour while in seasonal camps
the amount of time spent on particular hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering
activities
how harvested products were processed, consumed, and distributed
estimates of seasonal rates of harvesting

Finally, respondents were asked to describe environmental changes they observed and
experienced during their career of land and resource use. The report includes several
maps showing the distribution of categories of use features.


12
13

Figure 5.4 Cabins
Figure 5.5 Cabins and Spiritual Sites

Tanner, J. 2006:p.x
Tanner, J. 2006:p.9
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Figure 7.1 Big Game
Figure 8.2 Fur Bearers
Figure 9.1 Fish
Figure 10.1 Birds
Figure 11.1 Plants and Medicines
Figure 11.2 Berries
Figure 13.1 Place Names Map
Figure 13.1b Place Names Detail

All map data are digitized and compatible with ArcGIS technology.
The Husky Sunrise/Imperial Kearl Study (the Husky/Imperial Study)

The Husky Sunrise/Imperial Kearl Study (Husky/Imperial Study) was carried out by
FMA Heritage Consultants (FMA) and completed in two parts. The first part involved a
small collection of use data, and resulted in a report entitled “Mikesew Cree First
Nation Traditional Land Use Impact Assessment: Husky Sunrise Thermal Project”.14
The second part resulted in a large record of use features, although no report was
written.
The smaller study focused exclusively within the boundaries of the Husky Thermal
Project‟s terrestrial local study area (LSA). The objective of the smaller study was to
provide information on “areas of historical and current use by the MCFN; potential
effects of the proposed Husky Sunrise Project on MCFN traditional land uses, potential
cumulative/additive effects of the proposed project and other proximal projects on the
MCFN traditional land uses; and project boundaries in relation to MCFN traditional
land uses.”15 The result of the smaller study was a map showing the footprint of Husky
Thermal Project and the location of use features identified by the five Elders who were
interviewed. The map shows approximately fifty use features for birch, moose,
blueberry, poplar, chicken, rabbit, cranberry, raspberry, deer, saskatoon, spruce, duck,
fungus, spruce gum, sweat rocks, tamarack, muskeg tea, and tenting.
The larger study considered a much larger area in the northern part of Mikisew Cree use
territory. Forty respondents identified 3,647 use features, including use features for
cabins, bear, beaver, bison, blueberry, burbot, camps, caribou, chickens, chokecherry,
coyote, cranberry, deer, duck, duck eggs, eagles, whitefish, walleye, pike, jackfish,
pickerel, suckers, goldeyes, lake trout, fisher, fox, goose, grave sites, lynx, martin, mink,
moose, muskrat, rabbit, raspberries, rat root, rose hips, skunk, spiritual sites, squirrel,
swans, sweetgrass, weasels, wolf, wolverine, and place names.

14 Husky Oil
15

Operations Limited 2005
Husky Oil Operations Limited 2005:1
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A single map was included in the Husky Oil Operations Limited 2005 report. The map is
of poor quality and only shows use features within the footprint of the proposed thermal
project. However, all map data are digitized and compatible with ArcGIS technology.
The PACTeam Historic Study (the PACTeam Study)

This study was undertaken by PACTeam Canada, Inc of Edmonton, Alberta, in 2006
and 2007. The purpose of the PACTeam Study was to provide evidence to support the
MCFN‟s outstanding treaty land entitlement (TLE) claim in northern Alberta. It was
also intended to address other legal, regulatory and educational purposes.
The study area covered approximately 70,000 km2 from Embarras in the north to the
south of Anzac, east to the Saskatchewan boundary, and to the west of Red Earth Creek.
The northern boundary of the PACTeam Study area overlaps the southern boundary of
the Tanner Northern Study, described above. While there is a small amount of use
information after 1926, the focus of the study was in the period from approximately the
time of treaty until 1926, as noted above.
Thirty-three respondents were interviewed and resulted in the recording of 1,003 use
features and a series of seventeen maps :


















Figure 2 All Recorded Use and Occupancy
Figure 3 Major occupancy centers and patterns of travel
Figure 4 All Recorded Use and Occupancy in the Fort McMurray Area
Figure 5 All Recorded Use and Occupancy in the Fort McKay Area
Figure 6 All Recorded Use and Occupancy in the Poplar Point Area
Figure 7 All Recorded Use and Occupancy in the Birch Mountain Area
Figure 8 All recorded Use and Occupancy before 1927
Figure 9 All Recorded Use and Occupancy after 1926
Figure 10 Winter Use and Occupancy recorded before 1927
Figure 11 Winter Use and Occupancy recorded after 1926
Figure 12 Summer Use and Occupancy before 1927
Figure 13 Summer Use and Occupancy after 1926
Figure 14 Overnight Sites
Figure 15 Recorded Place Names and Story Sites
Figure 16 Recorded Trails
Figure 17 Recorded Burial, Birth, Death and Sacred Sites
Figure 18 Recorded Trapping Areas

All map data are digitized and compatible with ArcGIS technology.
The Phase 1: Mikisew Cree First Nation TLU-Total Joslyn North Mine Study (the Tanner Southern Study)
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James Tanner of Fish Creek Consulting, Calgary, was initially contracted to undertake a
TLU study for the southern part of Mikisew Cree use territory. In 2008, the Calliou
Group, Calgary, used some of the Tanner Southern Study map biography data to
prepare its own report. The Calliou Study is described below.
The Tanner Southern Study was intended to replicate the work done in the Tanner
Northern Study (described above) and extend coverage to include more Mikisew Cree
use territory. In particular, the study was to focus on the vicinity of the proposed Joslyn
North Mine. Tanner did not write a report.
Twenty-nine interviews with 20 men and 9 women between ages 35 and 85 years were
completed, resulting in 1,238 recorded use features and two composite maps at slightly
different map scales. All map data are digitized and compatible with ArcGIS technology.
The Phase 2: Mikisew Cree First Nation TLU- Total Joslyn North Mine Study (the Calliou Study)

The Calliou Group of Calgary used the Tanner Southern data as a starting point for their
work. Their final report was submitted to the Mikisew Cree First Nation in August of
2010.
The geographic scope of the study extended north to the twenty-sixth baseline, east to
the Marguerite River Wildland Provincial Park, west to the Birch Mountains Wildland
Provincial Park, and south to Fort McMurray.
Of the twenty-six MCFN members interviewed, twelve were under 50 years old and
fourteen were over 50 years old. Seventeen participants were male and nine were
female. The study recorded 190 use features and the resulting report includes three
maps.




Figure 4-1 Past Use Areas
Figure 4-2 Current Use Areas
Figure 4-3 Future Use Areas

All map data are digitized and compatible with ArcGIS technology.
The Mikisew Cree First Nation Comprehensive TLU Study (the Tobias Study)

Terry Tobias and Associates was contracted to collect the data for the 2010 Mikisew
Cree First Nation Comprehensive TLU Project which was designed “to obtain a quality
baseline inventory of mapped harvesting sites and fixed cultural sites.”16 All
components of the proposed research were conducted according to best practices

Tobias, T.N. 2010. Data-Collection Methodology Report, Mikisew Cree First Nation 2009-2010 UseAnd-Occupancy Map Survey. Tobias & Associates, August, 2010. p.3
16
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described in Tobias‟ recently-published methods text, Living Proof: The Essential DataCollection Guide for Indigenous Use-and-Occupancy Map Surveys.17
A total of 98 individuals were interviewed, including 85 men and 13 women between age
25 and 90 years. A total of 13,635 use features were recorded. Of the 98 respondents, 35
indicated less than 100 use-and-occupancy features on their map biographies; 39
respondents indicated 101-200 features; 17 indicated 201-300 features; three indicated
301-400 features; and four individuals indicated 400+ features. The average number of
features per respondent was 152. The smallest number of features indicated by a
respondent was ten, and the highest was 478.
Tobias was not required to write an analytical report, but all map data are digitized and
compatible with ArcGIS technology and ready for detailed analysis.
2.2.2 Aggregating the six Traditional Land Use Studies
The six studies conducted a total of 305 interviews and recorded 23,868 land and
resource use features. While this is a very large record of Mikisew Cree use features, it is
still a partial record because only about ten percent of the Mikisew Cree population was
interviewed in the course of these six studies. Nevertheless, when all the data produced
in the six studies are aggregated into a single database, clear images of Mikisew Cree
land and resource use patterns are revealed.
The six TLU studies considered here had different purposes, geographic focuses, and
time and money constraints, and as a result different characteristics and qualities. Even
with their differences, these six studies share important features. They all dealt with the
same community – the Mikisew Cree – and the same general geography – Mikisew Cree
use territory. They used the same general approach to data collection and they all used
compatible GIS technology to store, organize and present the data. The shared
characteristics make finding a common basis for aggregating the data collected by each
study straightforward. Once aggregated into a single database, the data from all six
studies can then be used to address common issues.
2.2.3 The result of aggregating the six Traditional Use Studies
Map Three aggregates all the use sites and features recorded as points, lines and
polygons in the six studies on a single map. The purpose of this aggregate map is to
show the extent of Mikisew Cree use territory since the beginning of the 20th century.
Even by eye, it is possible to „draw‟ a line around the vast majority of recorded sites and
features to visualize the location and extent of Mikisew Cree use territory as defined by
records of over a century of use.

17

Tobias, T.N. 2009
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As well, aggregating the six studies results in a very large database which can be used for
more detailed analysis than is possible with the data from any one study. This
aggregated database is used in the analysis below.

2.3 Impact events of the 20th and 21st centuries
Mikisew Cree history in the 20th and 21st centuries includes many events which were
imposed on them and resulted in changes to their patterns of land and resource use. In
1899, Treaty 8 laid the foundation for the imposition of Canadian legal, political and
economic systems which
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Map Three – Aggregate of all Point, Polygon and Line Data in the Six TLU studies
(based on available MCFN TLU studies; prepared by MSES Inc 2010)
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ultimately undermined the Cree economy and their domestic and fur trade mode of
production.18 Gradually, and then more relentlessly, the representatives of these
intrusive systems made their way into lands the Mikisew Cree were actively using at the
time of treaty. Set out below are examples of events that have adversely affected the
Mikisew Cree First Nation‟s ability to exercise their rights within their Traditional
Territory.
The creation of the Province of Alberta in 1905 saw the beginning of provincial
regulation of resources, including the Alberta Game Act of 1906 which interfered with
Mikisew Cree allocation of animal resources. Provincial control over resources was
transferred from Canada to Alberta pursuant to the Natural Resources Transfer Act,
1930. Provincial laws and regulations limited the choices the Mikisew Cree could make
as to when, where and how they would harvest fur and food animals.19 Once federal and
provincial jurisdiction was extended into the region, Indian agents, police and
missionaries arrived and with them came increased scrutiny of Mikisew Cree practices,
followed by regulation. The Migratory Game Birds Convention Act of 1917
restricted hunting of waterfowl and, along with other game and fur regulations enacted
at this time, limited the resource use choices available to the Mikisew Cree.
Just before World War I, Fort McMurray was established as a freighting depot and a
railroad was extended to Athabasca Landing. The construction of transportation
facilities diminished the importance of Fort Chipewyan as a major northern depot, but
made it easier for increasing numbers of outside, non-aboriginal trappers using the
railway to reach the northern region.20
The treaty and the imposition of Canadian political and legal systems allowed outsiders
to compete with the Mikisew Cree for resources, including fur and food animals.
Transient prospectors became trappers and they and full-time non-aboriginal trappers
used poison which killed animals indiscriminately. Métis arrive from Lac La Biche to
trap and settle permanently in the region, thus increasing pressure on fur and food
resources. By the mid-1920‟s, the Mikisew Cree were complaining that “White trappers
were crowding them out of their hunting and trapping grounds.”21 They were also a
serious threat to the endangered wood bison population. Later, in 1937, the Northern
Transportation Company was established on the Athabasca and Peace Rivers and
improved transportation further opened the region to competitors for lands and
resources.
The flu epidemic of 1920 and 1926 swept through the region, devastating the population
and disrupting Mikisew Cree knowledge traditions. Several Chipewyan bands were
McCormack, P.A. 2004:46
Tanner, J. 2004:63
20 Tanner, J. 2004:63
21 McCormack, P.A. 2004:54
18
19
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killed off completely.22 Soon after, residential schools were instituted. Their social and
cultural effects are well-known. “Perhaps the most pervasive effect of the residential
school system upon this generation of Mikisew People was the corporal punishment
environment where people lived in fear of punishment. This environment alienated the
students from their traditional spiritual existence where they knew their purpose and
place. Instead of living in fear of losing their jobs or opportunities they should be able to
live in peace with their lands and traditional livelihood. Many of them lost their
language, their ability to communicate with their Elders. Others lost their way.”23
In 1922 Wood Buffalo Park North was created, followed by Wood Buffalo Park South in
1926. The park restricted Mikisew Cree access to the northwest part of their use
territory. Special provisions allowing access to Treaty 8 people created two classes of
trappers and hunters in the region – those with and those without park privileges. The
only Mikisew Cree allowed into the park were those who had permits to maintain
residences there. Others could not even enter the park to visit their relatives and family.
This provision encouraged distant Treaty 8 people to migrate north into Mikisew Cree
territory, increasing pressure on resources. It also encouraged Mikisew Cree who had
been located north of Lake Athabasca to abandon their old ranges and move into the
park. “A reduction in choice meant an overall decline in the flexibility of their
economy”24 At a time when food and fur resources were in serious decline, park
regulations were rigorously enforced. Hunters and trappers who violated park
regulations were expelled with no other nearby lands to which they could relocate.
Commercial fishing opened up on Lake Athabasca and lasted for decades, resulting in a
gradual depletion of the fish in the lake and neighbouring waterways which Mikisew
Cree hunters and trappers needed to feed their dogs. It is estimated 1,000 fish are
needed each year to feed a team of working dogs, and commercial fishing was in direct
competition with Cree trappers and hunters for those fish.25 Without sufficient dog food,
extended travel into remote parts of Mikisew Cree use territory declined. In 1948,
McInnes Fish Corporation licensed to fish commercially in Park. The decision to allow
commercial fishing in the Park was made over the objections of the Mikisew Cree.
McInnes said “… we cannot see any reason for any harm being done. The area itself is in
the remote district, far from any human habitation.”26 Apparently, the Mikisew Cree
camps and villages did not qualify as „human habitations‟. Within a year, Mikisew Cree
and Chipewyan fishermen working for McInnes were demanding the fishery be stopped,
because it was eliminating fish stocks.

Tanner, J. 2004:76
Tanner, J. 2004:171
24 McCormack, P.A. 2004:61
25 Tanner, J. 2004:116
26 McCormack, P.A. 2004:89
22
23
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Traders had set up small stores within the Park, but in 1935 these were closed. “The loss
of trading convenience was another source of economic stress for members of the Cree
Band.”27 To trade their furs and get their supplies, Cree trappers faced the long trip to
Embarras or Fort Chipewyan where there were still stores.
Industrial operations began to encroach when in 1926 Sidney Ells drilled for oil at
Mildred and Ruth Lakes, followed in 1936 when Industrial Minerals Ltd opened a salt
mine at Waterways.
Layers of new federal and provincial regulations reduced the ability of Mikisew Cree
families to decide their own economic strategies. Starting in 1939, Alberta licences were
required for trapping outside Wood Buffalo Park. The two management regimes for
those inside and outside the Park meant a two-tier structure of trappers, putting all
trappers on unequal and conflicting footings. In 1940, Alberta fur management areas
were imposed. Fixed and regulated traplines greatly limited the choices the Mikisew
Cree could make on the land. All the trapping areas were quickly registered, leaving
some Mikisew Cree without any legitimate access to trapping areas. Federal regulations
of 1946 allowed only one male moose per hunter in the Park. At a time when all animal
resources in the park were in serious decline, this regulation made it almost impossible
for families to remain on their traplines and feed themselves. The imposition of group
trapping areas further limited the ability of Mikisew Cree trappers to make choices
about use and management of resources.28
The Great Depression and cycles of drought saw a precipitous decline in the numbers of
furbearers in the region, dealing a crippling blow to trappers and their families.
Trappers were forced to “travel farther and farther afield to secure their season‟s quota
of pelts.” Those who could not afford distant travel or who were unwell suffered the
most.29 Water control structures were built in the park as conservation efforts, forcing
seven or eight Mikisew Cree families in the area to relocate without compensation or
assistance. With drought came forest fires and in 1947 fires swept through half of Park.
In part, the fires were the result of Mikisew Cree being forced to stop their controlled
burns, allowing fuel debris to accumulate to a dangerous level.30 Accessible wildlife
habitat was greatly reduced for the better part of a generation.
In 1945, the Family Allowance Act was instituted. To keep their children in school,
Mikisew Cree parents were paid in cash or with store credits. This added some liquidity
to their economy, but to receive the payments parents were encouraged to remain in
Fort Chipewyan and send children to school.31 By 1950, the Mikisew Cree began settling
McCormack, P.A. 2004:82
Tanner, J. 2004:75
29 McCormack, P.A. 2004:72
30 Tanner, J. 2004:74
31 Tanner, J. 2004:85
27

28
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in townsites, especially Fort Chipewyan. The trapping industry began a long downward
spiral as the cost of outfitting rose and returns plummeted. Many trappers found it is
too expensive to engage in full-time trapping. They began to relocate from their
traditional settlements to seek wage labour and live in the towns. By the 1960‟s most of
the bush settlements were gone.
As more people relocated to Fort Chipewyan, their children were swept into the
residential school, making it even more difficult for people to spend months at a time on
the land and to educate their children in traditional subsistence skills. By the end of the
1960‟s, some of the younger Mikisew Cree people were unwilling to engage in the risky
work of trapping.
By mid-century, Canada‟s northern development policies were evolving. Northern
resources were managed by outside, private interests and treated as business
opportunities. The result was a reduction in Cree control of resources. “The Cree
economy did not thrive under these circumstances, and the ability of the Cree to support
themselves by means of a mixed economy deteriorated. Nor did the new industrial
economy provide an economy that could provide an adequate replacement for the mixed
economy.”32
In 1951, Eldorado Mining and Refining received a permit to build a sawmill in the Park.
This was the first of several sawmills to operate in the park. Many Mikisew Cree were
hired as labourers, an alternative to trapping and the very low returns available from
fur. Some lumber companies offered their Mikisew Cree employees training,
apprenticeships, and union membership. Mikisew Cree employees remained close to
their settlements, and continued their cycles of domestic production. Their mixed
economy demanded cash, and “Sawmill work (wage labour) had replaced trapping
(independent commodity production) as their primary source of cash income, and they
were steady workers.”33 In the end, the spruce stands were cut down and the lumbering
companies departed, leaving the Mikisew Cree loggers without a source of earned cash
income. Logging damaged traplines, but there was no compensation to the trappers, so
when their employment ended many could not return to trapping to earn cash. When
commercial logging in Park was halted in 1970, many woodsworkers were left
unemployed. The Mikisew Cree who worked in the lumber camps were amongst the first
to relocate from their bush settlements to Fort Chipewyan. “Town life became
acceptable and even desirable for many Crees.”34
Forestry expanded dramatically in later decades, taking on the characteristics of very
large-scale industrial operations spread out over vast areas in Alberta‟s north. Even
McCormack, P.A. 2004:84
McCormack, P.A. 2004:97
34 McCormack, P.A. 2004:98
32
33
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though sawmills, pulp mills, and woodland operations displaced Mikisew Cree hunters,
trappers and fishers, they were not consulted before the Government of Alberta allowed
commercial exploitation of the forests to proceed.
By 1965, dogs were replaced by snow machines. Domestic and commodity production
now required more cash and capital than labour. Those without cash and the technology
only cash can buy were limited in their ability to use remote lands and resources. “… in
recent years the people most able to travel from Fort Chipewyan into the surrounding
countryside … for hunting, trapping, fishing or recreation are those who hold reliable,
well-paid jobs, which allow them to outfit themselves with essential equipment for bush
activities, such as boats and snow machines.”35
With increased settlement in the town, in 1954 the federal Department of Indian Affairs
built a school at Fort Chipewyan, followed by a health centre in 1958, and a nursing
station in 1961. Over the next two decades, the range of services available in the townsite
continued to draw in Mikisew Cree from the region, placing them under direct control of
imposed institutions, especially the school.
By the early 1960‟s, industrialization of the region was underway in earnest. In 1962,
Shell received permits to begin production, marking the beginning of the oil sands
industry. Royalite, Syncrude, and Suncor operations quickly followed. These operations
are all within territory used by the Mikisew Cree at that time and were established
without their involvement.
In 1967, the WAC Bennett dam was completed. “The dam would change the hydrological
regime of the Peace River and the Peace-Athabasca Delta, with significant deleterious
impacts on the traditional Cree lands and the bush-based components of their mixed
economy.”36 “People used to make enough money from trapping to buy boats, motors,
skidoos, and trucks. Can‟t do that anymore. People used to make good living on
muskrats. Now people don‟t even bother going out anymore. Lack of water is the
cause…. No floods…places where we used to go through by boat you can‟t now unless
you walk. It is so dry. The biggest cause I think is the Bennett Dam. Water started going
down every year, every year right until today. Before there used to be puddles
everywhere in the spring and now the water just goes down into the ground because it so
dry…it‟s hard for a person to think about long ago.”37 In 1986, Cree reserves were
established, and substantial dwellings and public buildings lent permanency to town
life.

McCormack, P.A. 2004:108
McCormack, P.A. 2004:111
37 Harvey Antoine quoted in Tanner, J. 2004:88-89
35

36
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Oil sands operations in the region expanded rapidly, starting in the 1970‟s. Shell
expanded its operations and started a new mine, Syncrude opened a second mine, and
Imperial Oil began using new SAGD technology near Cold Lake. By 1996, the
environmental cost of industrial development became obvious when Health Canada and
Alberta Health issued fish consumption advisories due to toxins in the water. In 2004,
barge traffic and dredging on the Athabasca River stopped due, some observers say, to
the industrial use of water which made the river too shallow for large-craft navigation.
Finally, in 2005 the Mikisew Cree won a major victory in the Supreme Court of Canada,
which ruled that under the terms of Treaty 8 First Nations must be properly consulted
before their lands are taken up.
Clearly, the Mikisew Cree have experienced numerous events which had an impact on
their land and resource use patterns. Some of the events described above had immediate
and profound direct and cumulative impacts on the Mikisew Cree – for example, the
epidemics which suddenly wiped out some of the most knowledgeable and productive
members of the population, or forest fires which incinerated trappers‟ camps. Other
events left their mark much more gradually, such as the consequences of the long
decline in the value of furs which were felt over the course of a generation.
Just as clear, however, are the consequences for the Mikisew Cree of recent, full-scale
industrialization of the region, and it is primarily industrialization which has shaped
their current land and resource patterns.

3. Current Use of Lands and Resources by the Mikisew Cree
The LARP process asks the Mikisew Cree to show where they currently exercise their
rights.

3.1 Consequences of 20th and 21st century impact events
Map Four shows the extent of industrial activities in the Mikisew Cree use territory in
1992, 2002 and 2008. With each passing decade the footprint of industrial activity has
grown larger until by 2008 it covered almost all of the southern part of Mikisew Cree
use territory. A comparison of Map Three and Map Four makes it obvious that industry
has been rapidly and thoroughly encroaching on many of the places used by the Mikisew
Cree for the exercise of traditional practices.
The Mikisew Cree First Nation‟s objective is to have the LARP protect lands and
resources which can still be used by the Mikisew Cree for the exercise of their aboriginal
and treaty rights today and in the future. As stated in the recommendations at the end of
this report, where it is no longer possible for the Mikisew Cree First Nation to exercise
their rights within parts of their Traditional Territory, despite their desire to continue
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doing so, there needs to be discussion of ways of accommodating the Mikisew Cree First
Nation for the loss of the ability to exercise those rights.

Map Four – Extent of Industrial Disturbance in the Municipality of Wood Buffalo
1992, 2002 and 2008
(prepared by MSES Inc 2010)
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4. Future Use of Lands and Resources by the Mikisew Cree
This submission provides maps and descriptions of the lands and resources the
Mikisew Cree anticipate using in the future, along with a detailed rationale for the
selection of these lands and resources, including an explanation of why these areas are
important from a cultural, ecological and traditional perspective.
The TLU studies asked people to point out where they hunted, fished, trapped and
gathered each of the many species of plants and animals important in the Mikisew Cree
traditional way of life. A simple sorting of the species associated with each use feature
(Table One) shows that amongst those most commonly pursued by the Mikisew Cree
are moose, waterfowl, fish and beaver.
Such a simple sort says nothing about the importance attached to these taxa 38 by the
Mikisew Cree. For example, some medicine plants are only gathered by a few people at
select locations in a short annual season, but may be of great importance to a person
who can benefit from their use.
The results of the simple sort are important only as a way of managing the method of
the analysis presented here.39
The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate an approach to providing the required
explanation as to why particular areas are important from a cultural, ecological and
traditional perspective, and why they will be important in the future. Four taxa –
moose, waterfowl, fish and beaver – were selected because of their importance in
contemporary Mikisew Cree culture. As Table One shows, some of the most common
use features recorded in the 2010 TLU study (the Tobias Study) pertain to these four
taxa. Bison and caribou are also included in this analysis because of their historic
importance in Mikisew Cree culture and because, if industrial impacts are appropriately
A taxon (plural: taxa) is a group of (one or more) organisms.
This submission does not attempt to analyze issues such as how much of a particular resource is needed
by the Mikisew Cree First Nation to maintain their rights and culture. The Mikisew Cree First Nation has
tabled proposals for a Traditional Resource Use Plan (October, 2008 and updated in August, 2010) with
GoA and Canada to develop this and other kinds of information to better understand what is needed to
exercise and maintain those rights now and into the future. The Mikisew Cree First Nation is still awaiting
a response from Alberta (and Canada) in terms of funding this study. The selection of these taxa for
analytical purposes is not meant to indicate that other taxa are not important to the Mikisew Cree First
Nation. Further, in the past, muskrat trapping was an important part of the Mikisew Cree local economy.
Since the construction of the Bennet Dam in British Columbia, muskrat trapping was almost eliminated as
a rewarding use activity. The large number of muskrat harvest sites recorded here are those of nowelderly Mikisew individuals who trapped extensively before the dam was built.
38
39
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managed and if restoration of impacted lands is truly effective, they might regain their
importance.

Table One : Ranking of Activities Recorded in the 2010 TUS Project
Activity

Counts

Waterfowl
Ducks
Geese
Bird Eggs
Mud Hens
Swans
Total waterfowl harvest features

982
577
201
123
68
1,951

Moose
Moose
Total moose harvest features

1,606
1,606

Fish
Jackfish
Pickerel
Whitefish
Goldeye
Maria
Sucker
Lake Trout
Other Fish
Total fish harvest features

404
345
314
262
95
95
42
24
1,581

Beaver
Trapping-Beaver
Shot Beaver
Total beaver harvest features

706
527
1,233

All other activities
Trapping-Muskrat
Grouse
Rabbit
Current Cabins (stayed in)
Ptarmigan
Tent (no stove)

1,458
541
539
420
401
384
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Tent (with wood-burning stove)
Other Overnight Structure
Abandoned Cabins (stayed in)
Firewood
Current Cabins (not stayed in)
Berries
Bear
Medicine Plants
Buffalo
Burial Place
Abandoned Cabins (not stayed in)
Other Mammal
Heritage Cabins
Settlement
Deer
Death Site
Gathering Place
Birth Site
Specialty Wood
Abandoned Tent-Frames (stayed in)
Construction Wood
Other Plant
Ceremony Plants
Other Cultural Site
Food Plants
Sandhill Crane
Caribou
Earth Material
Moss
Current Tent-Frames (stayed in)
Tobacco Plants
Owl
Spirit Site
Current Tent-Frames (not stayed in)
Dye Plants
Abandoned Tent-Frames (not stayed in)
Heritage Tent-Frames (not stayed in)
Other Bird
Protection Site
Other Animal

371
330
325
221
202
201
201
175
162
161
157
144
81
63
62
61
61
58
55
53
42
41
40
36
32
29
27
26
23
20
19
17
16
14
10
8
5
5
5
2
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Total all other activities

Total use features

7,304

13,675

The discussion of importance begins with references to the ethnographic and historic
records. These records clearly show that moose, caribou, bison, waterfowl, fish and
beaver have been central in Mikisew Cree economy for many generations and are
important today. A detailed statistical and distributional analysis of harvesting features
and species habitat reveals the factors which the Mikisew Cree take into account in their
definition of culturally favoured harvesting terrain. This definition is used to identify the
principles which should be developed in the LARP to protect preferred habitat for the
exercise of Mikisew Cree traditions.

4.1 Importance of moose, bison and caribou
Over 300,000 archaeological artifacts have been found in the oil sands mining area40,
and archaeological sites in northern Alberta underscore the importance of moose,
caribou and bison in local economies of the earliest human inhabitants of the region.
The Nezu Site near Fort McKay41, dated to about 9,000 years ago, and the Quarry of the
Ancestors42 in the same area and of a similar age, contain plentiful bones of all three
animals. Moose is central in Mikisew Cree culture today, and caribou and bison
remained important to northern peoples until their existence was threatened in the late
18th and early 19th centuries by commercial hunting and industrialization.43
The historic and ethnographic records are replete with references to boreal peoples
hunting and consuming large ungulates, and the Mikisew Cree are no exception. Prior to
1970,
“A major portion of the Mikisew traditional livelihood and traditional diet was
big game animals. The average diet included at least one pound of big game meat
per day of moose, bison, caribou or bear. Earlier diet studies have shown that up
to 90% of the Mikisew hunter-gatherer diet was made up of meat and fish. A
large portion of this diet of meat came from big game. Approximately 50% of the
big game meat eaten during the period before 1970 was moose meat.
During the period before 1970 most hunters hunted moose, fewer hunted caribou
and bear, one quarter hunted Woodland caribou and very few admitted to
hunting bison. During the period after 1970 most hunters continued to hunt

Oilsands Developer nd
Legion Magazine 2006
42 Oilsands Review 2006
43 Royal Alberta Museum 2005; Tanner, J. 2006:23
40
41
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moose but hunting of Barrenland caribou and Woodland caribou declined
considerably.”44
The decline in caribou hunting may be attributed to strict regulation of caribou hunting,
industrial disturbance of caribou habitat, and the rising costs of long-distance hunting
expeditions into places where their habitat survived.45
The importance of big game in Mikisew Cree way of life is underscored by the effort
hunters have put and still put into the pursuit of these animals.
“The Mikisew hunters would hunt for big game for an average of 188 days or 50%
of the year. Over 25% of this hunting time was done while trapping during the
winter months. Mikisew hunters would spend an average of two months hunting
in the fall, 2-1/2 months in the winter, 1/2 a month in the spring and one month
in the summer.
Some Mikisew Cree hunters would hunt for moose all year long. Others would
hunt regularly in the fall and winter and would also hunt moose while on their
winter traplines. A summer moose hunting expedition was common. The average
large family would obtain one moose in the summer, occasionally one moose in
the spring, two in the fall and two in the winter. This would vary depending upon
the size of the family and the moose abundance of a particular year. A large
extended family would likely harvest an average of six moose in one year. The
moose hunting was most common in the fall but the winter months were also
very active. During the winter, hunting would occur while trapping. Dedicated big
game hunting excursions were made if no moose was taken on the trapline.” 46
“On average before 1970 a large extended family would take 6 moose, 1 bison, 16
caribou and 1 bear. These numbers would vary considerably depending upon the
habits and activities of the hunter. Some hunters would be more involved in
hunting caribou than others. Some would take more bison while others took bear
more frequently. Results would also depend upon the availability of various
animals during the season. 47”
In 1991, E.E.Wein et al reported that moose was consumed in Fort Chipewyan homes
on an average of 58 occasions each year, caribou 53 times each year, and bison on 15
occasions. Many households consumed these animals much more frequently.48 Because
of the lack of dietary research over the past two decades, it is difficult to say with
Tanner, J. 2006:92
Tanner, J. 2006:92
46 Tanner, J. 2006:92
47 Tanner, J. 2006:92
48 Wein, E.E. 1989; Wein, E.E., J. H. Sabry, F. T. Evers 1991a; Wein, E.E., J. H. Sabry, F. T. Evers 1991b
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precision whether today the Mikisew Cree consume more or less ungulate meat that
they did two decades ago. According to one historical study, “In the period after 1981
hunting for moose declined to two-thirds of what it was before 1970. The quantities of
traditional red meat consumed by the Mikisew People declined as the hunting
declined.”49 However, evidence suggests that the Mikisew Cree‟s diet still includes
considerable quantities of moose meat and other traditional foods. Anecdotal reports
suggest up to 80% of the diet of Fort Chipewyan people consists of traditional foods
today.50
Moose and moose hunting are still important in Mikisew Cree culture in ways other
than economic. Big game hunting in general and moose hunting in particular is a
prestigious activity in boreal cultures, and success at hunting eases the way into
leadership roles. Boreal peoples prize generosity and sharing, especially the sharing of
food, and because of their size, nutritive value, and palatability, moose, caribou and
bison are esteemed in social systems of sharing. Indeed, all activities – hunting, fishing,
trapping, berry picking and travelling on the water and land – are vital social
expressions of Mikisew Cree cultural and spiritual traditions. Without ample
opportunities to exercise these traditions, the context for one generation to educate the
next disappears and with it Mikisew Cree culture.
The importance of big game and big game hunting in Mikisew Cree culture is now
established: Moose today, and caribou and bison in the past, were important food
resources in the local economy, and important markers of prestige and personal
capability in Mikisew Cree social organization. Moose, while still culturally important, is
a source of concern for Mikisew Cree as meat taste and quality in some parts of their
territory is said to be degraded, raising doubts about its safety when ingested.
Much less attention is paid in the ethnographic and historic research to the importance
of waterfowl, fish and beaver in the traditions of the Mikisew Cree. This may be because
there has been relatively little research conducted in this community and perhaps
because the few who have done research simply take it as common-knowledge that the
Mikisew Cree, like other boreal populations, hunt, fish, trap and consume these animals.
A proposed Traditional Resource Use study would further elaborate on the importance
of these resources to Mikisew Cree culture and livelihood.

4.2 Importance of fish
Fish were an important source of protein in the economy of the earliest people to inhabit
the lower Athabasca River region51. The Peace Point archaeological site, for example,
includes eighteen separate occupation surfaces, each of which contains plentiful fish
Tanner, J. 2006:93-94
Timoney, K.P. 2007; Thomas-Müller, C. 2008; Nakagawa, M. 2008; International Indian Treaty
Council 2008
51 Tanner, J. 2006:23
49

50
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bones52. The site is dated at between 1,000 and 2,000 years ago53. Unlike small and big
terrestrial game species, which are susceptible to cyclical changes in numbers and
distribution, fish populate most of the numerous lakes and rivers of the region. Fish are
a stable food source available to fishers widely scattered throughout Mikisew Cree use
territory.54 The fish favoured by the Mikisew Cree include white fish (atikamek), pike
(iynkonosiw), walleye (okaw), burbot (malay), trout (namekos), suckers (namepe), and
goldeye (wepichesis).55
In early times, small local hunting and trapping bands congregated as soon as ice melted
from prime fishing waters. The larger population of the regional bands could subsist on
fish and spend a few weeks exchanging information, celebrating, participating in
religious activities, and arranging marriages. Today, fishing is still a social activity
involving friends and relations and rich fishing sites are highly valued by the Mikisew
Cree.56
Unlike many other food animals, fish were and are available year-round. Mikisew Cree
would establish their summer camps on fishing waters57 and from spring thaw to
autumn freeze-up most fish were eaten fresh. As the weather turned colder, more were
dried for winter use and when it was cold enough large numbers were frozen to be used
for feeding sled dogs.58 By the late 1800‟s, when trappers established central winter
cabins from which they trapped fine furs, they made certain their homes were located on
productive fishing water.59
The Mikisew Cree were proficient fish harvesters, and when European traders arrived in
the region, they were soon recruited to supply the trade posts with fresh, frozen and
dried fish. These fish were crucial to the traders‟ survival well into the 20th century.60
The importance of fish in the economy of the Mikisew Cree was underscored by the
consequences of drought which affected lakes and rivers in much of northern North
America in the 1880‟s. According to a Catholic missionary who was resident in Fort
Chipewyan at the time,
“… the extraordinary decrease for many years in the waters of the rivers and
lakes, which has destroyed the fish to an immense extent, and driven away wild
fowl, caused such a famine that many died of hunger and misery between 1879
Stevenson, M.G. 1986
Holliday, V.T. 2004:150
54 Royal Alberta Museum 2005:1; Canadian Museum of Civilization 2008:8.
55 Wein, E.E., J. H. Sabry, F. T. Evers. 1991a:200
56 Rogers, E.S. and J.G.E.Smith. 1981
57 Tanner, J. 2006:42
58 Mathewson, P. A. 1974:39
59 Tanner, J. 2006:54
60 Tanner, J. 2006:28
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and 1881…. Now there is but one single family of Cree at the lake [Claire], and the
remnants of the tribe have gone away to join their fellows in the Peace River.”61
When, a decade later, the Treaty Commission arrived in Fort Chipewyan to negotiate the
terms of Treaty 8, a Commissioner insisted, “There should be as little interference as
possible with hunting and fishing here. Every interference must inevitably lead to large
demands for food from the Government for the Indians.”62
The Mikisew Cree believed their fishing rights were protected by the treaty, but as early
as the 1920‟s they were protesting that their treaty rights to fish were being infringed by
non-aboriginal people who had a licence from the provincial government to fish in
waters protected for Mikisew Cree purposes.63
By the early 1960‟s, the main and preferred occupations of people living in Fort
Chipewyan was either trapping or fishing.64 At that time, “the annual round of the
Mikisew Cree included hunting moose, bison and caribou and trapping for fine furs
during the winter, trapping muskrats in the early spring, and birding in the spring break
up, picking berries, plants and medicines in the summer and fall, and fishing
throughout the year.”65
Further, “a major portion of the Mikisew traditional livelihood and traditional diet was
big game animals. The average diet included at least one pound of big game meat per
day of moose, bison, caribou or bear. Earlier diet studies have shown that up to 90% of
the Mikisew hunter-gatherer diet was made up of meat and fish.”66
The effort Mikisew Cree put into fishing is a fair measure of the importance of fish in
their economy.
“Mikisew People fished regularly during every season but during the summer
months they fished more. Fishing usually involved two people. In the summer
they might fish four to five days per week on an average of four hours per day.” 67
The historic and ethnographic records are clear: “Traditional fishing has been a
mainstay of the Mikisew livelihood.”68 This is still true today, although diminishing
water quantity and quality makes it more difficult for Mikisew Cree to fish.
Stuart Adams & Associates 1998
Quoted in Tanner, J. 2006:58
63 Tanner, J. 2006:64
64 Tanner, J. 2006:73
65 Tanner, J. 2006:83
66 Tanner, J. 2006:92
67 Tanner, J. 2006:116
68 Tanner, J. 2006:115
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4.3 Importance of waterfowl
The Mikisew Cree harvest a variety of birds including eagles (mikisew), grouse
(paspasko), owls (oho), ptarmigans (wapehew), ravens (ka ka ko), loons (makwa), and
seagulls (keyask), but the most important birds in their economy are waterfowl – geese
(niska) and ducks (se sep)69. Mikisew Cree mostly harvest waterfowl in the spring and
autumn70. In the late 1980‟s, Mikisew Cree were eating waterfowl about twenty times a
year71.
Intensive duck and goose hunting started soon after the spring muskrat season. The
spring hunt lasted about a month with hunters spending two or three days each week
shooting waterfowl. Waterfowl hunting took five or six hours a day, with the rest of the
day spent cleaning, plucking and gathering feathers. In an average spring season, a
family might take fifty ducks and fifty geese. In the spring and early summer, eggs would
be gathered from the nesting areas of ducks, seagulls and geese.
Most waterfowl were passing though the region on their way to more northerly nesting
grounds, but a few stayed and nested in the Peace-Athabasca Delta. There is less
hunting in the summer because the birds are in moult and lose their fat as they mate,
nest and have their young. However, those Mikisew Cree who do hunt waterfowl in the
summer hunt for six hours per day and harvest an average of forty birds over a two
month summer season.
Intensive waterfowl hunting resumed in the fall when the birds are again fat. The
autumn season lasted about a month and one to two people would hunt together three
times each week. In an average season, hunters took about 47 ducks and 57 geese.
Hunting took six or seven hours a day with the rest of the day spent processing the
results.72
The record demonstrates that, “Geese and ducks have always been an important and
reliable food supply for the Mikisew Cree. Geese and ducks … are still considered a
significant food source.”73

4.4 Importance of beaver
Archaeologists suggest that the beaver was one of the first mammals to colonize the
boreal‟s newly-exposed post-glacial landscape and, “If the beavers are present, humans

Tanner, J. 2006:123
Wein, E.E., J. H. Sabry, F. T. Evers. 1991a:198
71 Wein, E.E., J. H. Sabry, F. T. Evers. 1991a:200
72 Tanner, J. 2006:124-125
73 Tanner, J. 2006:123
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may not be far behind.”74 Beaver bones are commonly found in boreal archaeological
sites. Beaver pelts were used for clothing, their teeth for making hafted carving tools,
and their flesh for food75, and when the fur traders finally penetrated Mikisew Cree
territory, they were experienced and proficient at the beaver hunt. Not only did beaver
give the Mikisew Cree access to trade goods, they continued to be a staple in their food
economy.76 They were especially prized for their high fat content in winter when many
other food animals were quite lean.77 Beaver are still an important item in Mikisew Cree
diet.78

4.5 Analyses of moose, waterfowl and beaver
In 2010, Management and Solutions in Environmental Science (MSES) of Calgary,
Alberta, produced a geospatial and statistical analysis of relationships between taxa
habitat, taxa harvesting sites, Mikisew Cree habitation sites, traditional access routes,
and disturbance history to define the characteristics of lands preferred by moose,
beaver, and waterfowl and by the Mikisew Cree for the purpose of hunting and trapping.
79 The analysis was not carried forward for fish, even though fish are important in
Mikisew Cree culture. Each species of fish has its preferred habitat, but unlike moose,
beaver and waterfowl there is not enough fine-grained habitat identification in the
region to make the analysis meaningful. Instead, „water‟ is taken to be fishes‟ preferred
habitat (rather than water of a certain depth, temperature, chemical composition, and so
on) and Mikisew Cree concern is focused on water in general as the element needed to
sustain fish and their ability to engage in fishing.
Neither was the detailed statistical analysis of bison and caribou carried forward. The
populations of these animals have been in serious decline for many decades. The
numbers of bison and caribou harvested by even the oldest respondents in the TLU
studies is not large enough to provide meaningful statistical results.
For the purposes of these analyses, taxa are defined as moose, fish, waterfowl and
beaver. Taxa harvesting sites are recorded in the Mikisew Cree First Nation 2009-2010
Use-and-Occupancy Map Survey as places where individuals indicated they harvested
each of the four taxa. The dataset from this one study was selected for use in these
analyses because it was produced using state-of-the-art technology and techniques
developed by Terry Tobias. The result is data points which are recorded with „positional
accuracy‟, defined by Tobias as “the closeness of fit between a feature‟s mapped location
Morlan, R. nd:1
Pentney, S.P. 2002
76 Carlos, A.M. and F.D. Lewis. 2009
77 Yesner, D.R. 1989
78 Wein, E.E., J. H. Sabry, F. T. Evers. 1991a:199
79 The findings of these analyses are summarized here, but the method and complete statistics are
contained in Appendix A of this submission. The method is also described in Stewart A., P.E. Komers and
D.J. Bender 2009; MSES 2009.
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and its actual position on the earth.”80 The precise locations of use features are needed
to confidently match the locations of taxa habitat, yielding analytical results which
reliably and accurately represent Mikisew Cree behavior on the land.
Mikisew Cree habitation sites are recorded in the Mikisew Cree First Nation 2009-2010
Use-and-Occupancy Map Survey as places where individuals constructed or occupied
solid-walled cabins, frame tents, and free-standing tents which were typically used as
bases for hunting, trapping and fishing. (Map Five)
Traditional access routes are overland trails, water routes, or ice routes connecting place
to place. Map Six shows travel routes used by the Mikisew Cree over the past century.
„Disturbance history‟ is a graphic illustration of the spread of industrial disturbance in
the region. The illustration of industrial disturbance is set out in Map Four, above.
These analyses compare use features identified by TLU study respondents as places
where they hunted or trapped to maps showing the locations of habitat suitable for one
of three taxa of animals – moose, beaver, and waterfowl. The objective is to demonstrate
the criteria by which Mikisew Cree select places for the exercise of their traditional
practices. The analysis requires use data which precisely identify places where the
specified activities were carried out, and then observing the extent to which those
precisely identified places correspond with precisely located taxa habitat.

4.6 Analytical results: human ecology and moose, waterfowl and beaver
Maps Seven through Ten show the distribution of moose, fish, waterfowl and beaver
habitat in the Lower Athabasca Region in 1992, 2002, and 2008. The maps show habitat
for each taxa, the record of sites where each taxa was harvested, and the extent of
industrial disturbance in the three time periods. In the following analyses, moose
receives the greatest attention as a detailed illustration of how the analysis proceeded
because the most extensive habitat data is available for this species. Once illustrated, the
analysis for the other taxa will be presented in brief.

4.7 Moose : An illustration of method and findings
Although, as Map Seven shows, there has been considerable habitat reduction over the
years from 1992 to 2008, moose habitat appears widely and evenly distributed in the
Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo. In principle, Mikisew Cree hunters could pursue
moose throughout much of their use territory although, as indicated below, this is not
the case in reality. Moreover, further studies are required to determine the actual health
of moose populations, because Mikisew hunters (as noted earlier) are already reporting
concerns with the quality of moose in certain parts of their territory.
80

Tobias, T.N. 2009:143
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Deeper analysis, however, makes it clear that moose do not favour just any habitat
which is capable of sustaining a moose. Further, Mikisew Cree hunters do not pursue
moose in just any patch of apparently suitable habitat. Instead, moose have an affinity
for habitat which is undisturbed by humans and predators, and Mikisew Cree select
places which satisfy Mikisew Cree cultural standards and technological capacities.
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Map Five – Habitation Sites
(use data from the Tobias Study and prepared by MSES Inc 2010)
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Map Six – Land, Water and Ice Travel Routes
(use data from the Calliou and PACTeam Studies and prepared by MSES Inc 2010)
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Map Seven – Changes in Possible Moose Habitat
(use data from the Tobias Study and prepared by MSES Inc 2010)
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Map Eight – Changes in Possible Fish Habitat
(use data from the Tobias Study and prepared by MSES Inc 2010)
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Map Nine – Changes in Possible Beaver Habitat
(use data from the Tobias Study and prepared by MSES Inc 2010)
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Map Ten – Changes in Possible Waterfowl Habitat
(use data from the Tobias Study and prepared by MSES Inc 2010)
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In their analysis, MSES produced a geospatial and statistical account of relationships
between moose habitat, moose harvesting sites, habitation sites, access routes, and
disturbance history to define the characteristics of lands preferred by moose and by the
Mikisew Cree for the purpose of moose hunting. The first part of the analysis shows that
shrub, deciduous, and mixed wood vegetation types are moose-preferred habitat.
Bog/fen/wetland vegetation types and coniferous vegetation types are used by moose
significantly less. Simply because preferred moose habitat (in terms of vegetation types)
is found in a certain place does not mean there will actually
be moose found in those places.
As Map Seven shows, there is moose habitat in the southern part of Mikisew Cree use
territory, but the places where there is suitable habitat are small, fragmented, and
disconnected. This points to the importance of protecting large areas with buffer zones
rather than protecting small, fragmented “island” areas. Further, these small patches of
habitat are embedded in an industrial landscape81, and are very likely polluted by
industrial emissions, effluents, noise and light.82 There is only a small probability that
moose will actually be found in those places, even though those places may offer
preferred vegetation types. Maps showing moose habitat reflect the findings that moose
have an affinity for places with shrub, deciduous, and mixed wood vegetation and which
are distant from industrial activities and attendant pollution.
Map Seven shows moose habitat and moose harvesting sites as recorded in the Mikisew
Cree First Nation 2009-2010 Use-and-Occupancy Map Survey (the Tobias Study). Not
surprisingly, statistical analysis shows that a much higher proportion of recorded moose
kill sites occurred within habitat preferred by moose, that is, habitat which includes
shrub, deciduous, and mixed wood vegetation and which is distant from industrial
activities.
While Map Seven shows that Mikisew Cree hunters harvest moose in places where there
is suitable moose habitat, it also shows that hunting effort is not expended uniformly
throughout the region where there is suitable moose habitat. Quite obviously, Mikisew
Cree hunters are selecting places where they prefer to hunt moose. If they were not
being selective, there should be harvest sites more-or-less uniformly distributed
wherever there is moose habitat, that is, moose harvesting sites would be selected by the
Mikisew Cree at random.
The objective of the Mikisew Cree First Nation 2009-2010 Use-and-Occupancy Map
Survey was to record resources Mikisew Cree people used and places they occupied
throughout their lives, known as „living memory‟. Thus, Map Seven includes places
where moose were harvested decades ago as well as places where they were harvested
within the past year. Even this map shows diminished moose harvesting activities in the
81
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southern part of Mikisew Cree use territory, and Map Seven shows the reason why –
over the years, industry has greatly reduced the extent of moose habitat available to
moose and moose hunters alike. Consequently, a conclusion may be drawn that Mikisew
Cree moose hunters select places distant from industrial disturbances.
There are 1606 moose harvest sites shown in Map Seven. These sites were recorded in
the 2010 Tobias Study. GIS technology was used to create an array of 1606 random
points (the same number as the number of recorded moose harvest sites) spread across
the study area as a comparison to see whether any observed patterns were real or simply
a matter of chance. The technology then measured the proximity of recorded moose
harvest sites – and random sites – to preferred moose habitat, navigable waterways,
backcountry access routes, and habitation sites.
The numbers of recorded moose kill sites decreased with distance from a navigable
water body. Almost 70% of moose harvest sites were located within 500 metres of a
water body. This points to the importance of protecting water and waterways. The
numbers of recorded moose kill sites near a water body was significantly higher than the
randomly generated points in the landscape. This indicates that Mikisew Cree hunters
kill moose preferentially near water bodies and that the kill sites are not randomly
distributed relative to water bodies. Evidently, Mikisew Cree hunters are electing to
hunt in prime moose habitat which is accessible by river water in summer and on the ice
in winter, and which offers nearby access to backcountry moose habitat.
The numbers of recorded moose kill sites decreased with distance from a habitation site,
defined here as solid-walled cabins, frame tents, and free-standing tents. About twothirds of moose kills were located within one kilometer of a habitation site. The numbers
of recorded moose kill sites near a habitation site was found to be significantly higher
than the randomly generated points in the landscape. This indicates that hunters kill
moose preferentially near habitation sites and that the kill sites are not randomly
distributed relative to habitation sites. Further, this demonstrates that Mikisew Cree
prefer habitation sites which are near prime moose habitat.
The analysis clearly shows Mikisew Cree select lands with very specific qualities when
they embark on a moose hunt. For moose hunting purposes, they select prime moose
habitat which is close to places suitable for establishing habitations, on a
well-travelled traditional trail or other access route, in backcountry with
easy river access, and distant from industrial disturbance. In other words,
protecting just any extent of moose habitat in the LARP is not sufficient to protect
Mikisew Cree rights and interests – protected lands must also incorporate Mikisew Cree
cultural definitions of „moose habitat‟.

4.8 Other taxa: findings
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Briefly, the results of the analysis for the beaver and waterfowl closely parallel those of
the moose analysis.
Key habitat components for beaver include the presence of adjacent tree and shrub
habitat and permanent, low-gradient water bodies. Preferred beaver habitat includes
shrub, deciduous forest, and mixed-wood forest within 150 m of a water body,
coniferous forest within 100 m of a water body, and permanent water. Proximity to
industrial development also has an impact on beaver habitat selection in addition to the
vegetation and water characteristics.
Key habitat components for waterfowl include the presence of adjacent graminoid,
herbaceous, and low shrub habitat and open water. Based on this information, shrub,
bog/fen, and grass vegetation types within 100 m of a water body and open water were
defined as waterfowl habitat for the analyses discussed here.
For beaver or waterfowl, the statistical and geospatial analyses (similar to those applied
to moose harvest sites) show that Mikisew Cree select prime habitat for each taxa
which is close to places suitable for establishing habitations, on a welltravelled traditional trail or other access route, in backcountry with easy
river access, and distant from industrial disturbance.
Similar analyses were not performed for bison and caribou – there are not enough
harvest sites for those species to yield statistically valid conclusions. However, this
submission assumes that in the past, when hunting of these animals was much more
common, Mikisew Cree organized their bison and caribou hunting activities according
to the same cultural principles as for moose.

5. Observed Changes
In recent years a number of traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) studies have been
conducted in the region as part of project-specific regulatory approval processes.
Among other things, the purpose of such studies was to determine whether or not a
particular project (alone or in combination with other projects) may adversely affect the
rights and interests of aboriginal peoples. One project specific study conducted by
Synenco Energy in 200783 enquires specifically into Mikisew Cree TEK and involved
twenty-five interview respondents. The Synenco study includes a literature review which
suggests the contents of that study are very similar to the contents of others84.
Typically, TEK studies address a wide range of issues and concerns of interest to
aboriginal people, including water quality and quantity; air quality; animal, bird and
83
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fish health, distribution and numbers; vegetation; access management; socioeconomics; health and well-being; and cumulative effects. The issues of greatest interest
here are those which directly touch upon the variables taken into account by Mikisew
Cree when deciding where to hunt for the animals considered in the analyses above –
the availability of prime habitat for each taxa which is close to places suitable for
establishing cabins, on a well-travelled traditional trail or other access
route, in backcountry with easy river access, and distant from industrial
disturbance.
The paragraphs below briefly compile environmental changes observed by participants
in the Synenco TEK study, and which impact their ability to decide where to hunt, fish
and trap.
Mikisew Cree hunters have observed a decline in the numbers of moose in parts of their
use territory. They attribute the decline to industrial activities which have damaged
moose habitat. In particular they suggest air pollution has rendered inedible some plant
species which are important in moose diet. Noise pollution forces moose away from
places they once favoured, including adjacent riverbanks where motorized river traffic is
increasing.85 Encroaching industrialization makes it more difficult for hunters to locate
prime moose habitat which is distant from industrial disturbance.
Industrial disruption of water flows has altered flood regimes, causing small inland
lakes to dry up and become grown over with grasses and willows. The result is a decline
in both the quality and quantity of prime beaver habitat.86 Surviving beaver colonies
may be forced to move into less-favoured river habitat.87 Even where small lakes and
ponds have not dried up completely, the mix of plants has changed to such an extent
that they are no longer favoured by beaver.88 Where there is still suitable habitat in the
Peace-Athabasca Delta region, BC Hydro releases water along the impounded Peace
River at inappropriate times, drowning beaver under the ice.89 As a result, parts of the
backcountry with easy river access are no longer hospitable to beaver and no longer
rewarding for Mikisew Cree trappers.
In places, lake and river water is too shallow to support fish90, and in other places onceflooded channels are too shallow to allow fish migrations and too built-up with silt to
serve as spawning grounds.91 Low water levels and slow-moving water result in
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excessive siltation and degraded fish habitat.92 Places which were once well-known
spawning grounds are now shallows and mud flats.93 Prime fish habitat is much
reduced. Airborne and waterborne industrial pollutants from up-stream pulp mills as
well as oil sands operations have altered water characteristics, resulting in reduced
habitat and reduced fish populations. Fish taken from polluted water are frequently
grossly deformed or inedible.94 Fish which do survive in polluted waters show declining
spawning success.95 Again, and as a result of altered water quantity and quality, parts of
the backcountry with easy river access are no longer hospitable to fish and no longer
available for selection by Mikisew Cree fishers.
There is an increasing body of research literature which supports the observations made
by Mikisew Cree fishers.96 Recent research commissioned by the Nunee Health Board
Society of Fort Chipewyan concluded that,
“Mercury levels in fish used for human consumption present a serious concern. If
US EPA standards are applied, all walleye (pickerel), all female whitefish, and 90
% of male whitefish exceed subsistence fisher guidelines for mercury
consumption. Another study observed similarly high levels of mercury in fillets of
lake whitefish, sucker, goldeye, pike, walleye, burbot, and lake trout. Under US
EPA subsistence fisher guidelines, all of those fishes would be considered unsafe
to eat. Levels of arsenic in local fishes may also pose a health risk.”97
A Mikisew Cree Elder described the disappearance of the „water boatman‟ insect, one of
the main foods for ducks, resulting in a decline in ducks and duck habitat.98 The decline
in prime waterfowl habitat may have forced ducks to shift their feeding grounds south
and west into territory unfamiliar to Mikisew Cree hunters.99 Waterfowl avoid the oil
sands exhaust stacks, plumes and pollutants which have caused changes to the spring
flyway. Birds which do fly through Mikisew Cree use territory do not land because of a
lack of favoured food and water. 100 Waterfowl harvested in the region taste different as
a result of water pollution.101 Waterfowl find increasing difficulty in locating habitat
which is distant from industrial disturbance.
According to participants in the Synenco TEK study, habitat favoured by moose, fish,
waterfowl and beaver is declining in quality or quantity or both as a result of industrial
FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:31
FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:31
94 FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:27
95 FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:32
96 Kelly E. N., David W. Schindler,Peter V. Hodson, et al. 2010
97 Timoney, K.P. 2007:4
98 FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:30
99 FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:20,44
100 FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:29
101 FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:30
92
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activities. Not only is it more difficult for Mikisew Cree harvesters to locate suitable
places to hunt, fish and trap, it is also more difficult to simply reach those remaining
places of prime habitat. Participants in the Synenco study described how low water
makes it impossible to reach their cabin sites. Smaller rivers which formed the network
of traditional travel routes could no longer be used even with small boats.102 Damming
and the oil sands industries are singled out as the cause of low water.103
A recent research report commissioned by the MCFN104 and entitled As Long As The
Rivers Flow: Athabasca River Knowledge, Use and Change confirms the observations
and comments recorded in the Synenco TEK study.
“In Spring, Summer and Fall (the primary seasons for hunting, fishing, and
subsistence procurement), boat access is still the only option for moving between
Fort Chipewyan and seasonal camps and villages, Indian Reserves, and core
MCFN territories along the Athabasca delta, the river itself, and its tributaries.
Water-based access by boat is particularly important in accessing lands and
habitation areas inside Wood Buffalo National Park. Boat is also the preferred
mode of practicing aboriginal and treaty rights, including hunting, trapping, and
fishing, even where road access is possible. The ecology of the delta and
Athabasca river means that, at good water levels, a web of interconnected
waterways exists that can be used to „go anywhere‟ in the delta area. At good
water levels, tributaries to the Athabasca River also allow access deep into
adjacent watersheds. Moose, the preferred game sought by most MCFN hunters,
tend to congregate near water in summer months, so boats make for an ideal
means of locating, shooting, and carrying the many hundreds of pounds of meat
that results from a successful kill. Boats also allow for procurement of fish or
other resources adjacent to river banks, and allow MCFN members to access
territories without disturbance from industrial traffic associated with many of the
roads closer to Fort McMurray and the oil sands developments. These
advantages, combined with MCFN member‟s familiarity with water navigation
for subsistence, and associated creek, rivers and water based knowledge, help
explain why boat access is the preferred means by which MCFN members choose
to exercise rights such as hunting, trapping, and fishing.
Without exception, respondents reported that the seasonal flow of the Athabasca
has changed over their lifetimes, that the trend is for the river to be lower than in
the past, and that the reduction in flow is making it more difficult for boat travel
or subsistence practice. Many of the participants identified oil sands withdrawals
as the most likely cause of reduced water levels on the Athabasca. Many
participants also mentioned or described the cumulative effects occurring in delta
FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:17-20
FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:17
104 Firelight Group Research Cooperative 2010
102
103
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areas as a result of the combined influence of reduced water flowing from the
Peace River watershed, including the W.A.C. Bennett Dam, and reduced water
flowing from the Athabasca River.” 105
Map Eleven is reproduced from the Firelight report. It shows in red rivers which cannot
be accessed during extreme low water events. Map Twelve shows the extent of lands
which are not available to Mikisew Cree hunters when adjoining rivers are inaccessible
due to low water conditions.
The difficult nature of travel using traditional land, water and ice routes limits access to
the backcountry favoured by both the Mikisew Cree and the animals they pursue, but
seismic lines and access roads have opened much of the country up to non-aboriginal
people. The result has been damage to traplines and cabins.106 In order to find
increasingly scarce prime habitat and to avoid intruders, Mikisew Cree hunters, trappers
and fishers must spend more money outfitting for the backcountry and more time
getting there. As an added insult, they must carry drinking water with them if they
cannot avoid polluted sources.107
Map Eleven is reproduced from the Firelight report. It shows in red rivers which cannot
be accessed during extreme low water events. Map Twelve shows the extent of lands
which are not available to Mikisew Cree hunters when adjoining rivers are inaccessible
due to low water conditions.
The difficult nature of travel using traditional land, water and ice routes limits access to
the backcountry favoured by both the Mikisew Cree and the animals they pursue, but
seismic lines and access roads have opened much of the country up to non-aboriginal
people. The result has been damage to traplines and cabins.108 In order to find
increasingly scarce prime habitat and to avoid intruders, Mikisew Cree hunters, trappers
and fishers must spend more money outfitting for the backcountry and more time
getting there. As an added insult, they must carry drinking water with them if they
cannot avoid polluted sources.109
Participants in the Synenco TEK study suggest that greater expansion of the oil sands
industry will further reduce prime habitat, limit access to cabin sites, damage traditional
travel routes, further reduce the quality and quantity of resources, and fragment the
most productive backcountry. They are concerned about their ability to conduct
themselves comfortably in their own territory as hunters, trappers and fishers. The
Firelight Group Research Cooperative 2010:18
FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:35
107 FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:48
108 FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:35
109 FMA Heritage Resources Consultants Inc. 2007:48
105
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result will be erosion of the Mikisew Cree ability to practice their traditions and
perpetuate their culture.

6. Protecting Mikisew Cree use territory for the future
The combined results of the Mikisew Cree‟s research clearly identify lands which must
be protected for the exercise of their traditional practices.
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Map Eleven – Navigable Waters without Boat Access at Extreme Low Water
(The Firelight Group 2010)
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Map Twelve – Area of Lost or Inhibited Use at Extreme Low Water
(The Firelight Group 2010)
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6.1 Athabasca River
The historic information and the TLU data clearly show that the Athabasca River is a
vital transportation corridor which gives the Mikisew Cree access to a large part of their
traditional use territory. As well, the TLU data show that the Mikisew Cree make
considerable use of lands and resources on both sides of the river extending at least five
kilometres into the adjacent country.
The report prepared by the Firelight Group110 shows the negative consequences for the
Mikisew Cree if the quality and quantity of river flow is impaired – the water becomes
undrinkable, the health of water animals is at risk, and transportation along the river
and into the adjacent backcountry is curtailed.
The Mikisew Cree propose that a five kilometre wide, no-development buffer be applied
to each sides of the river, extending from just upstream of Fort McMurray down to the
Peace-Athabasca Delta. The resulting ten kilometre wide buffer captures the narrowest
cluster of TLU locations along the Athabasca River, making this a conservative buffer.
Map Thirteen shows the proposed buffer along both sides of the Athabasca River. This
buffer would restrict industrial activities from encroaching too near the river, preserve
the quality and quantity of water in the river, and maintain the health of water animals.
Furthermore, areas within the buffer that have already been developed must be restored
back to their natural state in a timely fashion. The buffer would help establish
conditions in which Mikisew Cree traditional land and resource use practices may be
exercised. As noted in the recommendations Section of this submission, the Firelight
Group Study also recommends an Aboriginal Base Flow for the Athabasca River.

6.2 Peace-Athabasca Delta
The Peace-Athabasca Delta is listed as a wetland of international significance under the
Ramsar Convention (The Convention on Wetlands of International Importance).
According to Article 2 of the Ramsar Convention, the objective of the wetland list is to
“develop and maintain an international network of wetlands which are important for the
conservation of global biological diversity and for sustaining human life through the
maintenance of their ecosystem components, processes and benefits/services.”111
The Peace-Athabasca Delta is the largest undisturbed boreal delta of the world. Because
of its recognized significance, there are already provincial and federal protections in
place. The TLU data show that the Delta is one of the most intensely and extensively
used parts of Mikisew Cree traditional use territory and additional protection is needed
to recognize the importance of the Delta to Mikisew Cree land and resource users. An
outline of TLU features clustered within and around the PAD helps delineate the
proposed area for protection.
110
111

Firelight Group Research Cooperative 2010:18
Ramsar 2010
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Map Thirteen – Athabasca River Buffer
(MSES 2010)
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The Mikisew Cree propose a substantial buffer around the entire Peace-Athabasca Delta.
The buffer would be designed to incorporate all use sites in the region of Delta.

6.3 Intact Landscape
Intact landscapes are an indicator of the absence of major industrial impacts on a
region. Over the decades since the 1960‟s, the extent and distribution of intact forests in
the LARP region have been shrinking as forestry and oil sands operations have
expanded. Mikisew Cree hunters and trappers select undisturbed forests for the practice
of their traditions and if they are to continue doing so, forests which are currently intact
must be protected.
Generally, increased fragmentation of the boreal forest can result in the isolation of
wildlife habitat patches and smaller habitat patch sizes. Use of small and isolated habitat
patches by particular animals becomes less likely as the energetic cost and risks
associated with reaching these patches increases.112 In addition, as fragmentation
increases, edge density increases.113 Effects of human caused habitat edges on forest
ecosystem processes include abiotic factors such as temperature and
evapotranspiration, changes in vegetation and wildlife species, and influx of invasive
species.114 The overall effect is a reduction in habitat effectiveness making the protection
of remaining intact forest a high priority.
Wood Buffalo National Park is already a protected area. Even with protected status, the
Mikisew Cree First Nation has historically experienced, and continues to experience,
various restrictions and adverse impacts on their treaty hunting rights within the Park.
Immediately to the south of the Park lies intact forest, and protection of these forests
will maintain the ecological function of the Park and reduce edge effects. Protecting the
integrity of national parks by establishing buffers around them is a high priority115; the
remaining intact forests near the park boundary should serve this purpose.
There is an overarching reason for protecting remaining intact forests. Boreal forests
store more carbon than any other terrestrial ecosystem on earth – twice as much per
area as tropical forests.116 According to the Canadian Boreal Initiative,
“Changes in land use and deforestation release significant amounts of stored
carbon into the atmosphere. The Boreal Forest is the world‟s largest terrestrial
storehouse of carbon, storing hundreds of billions of tons of carbon in its forests,

Collingham et al. 2000; Laurence et al. 2002
Hargis et al. 1998
114 Ries et al 2004
115 Rivard et al 2000
116 Carlson, M., J. Wells, D., Roberts 2009
112
113
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wetlands and peat lands. Conserving intact ecosystems will help species, systems
and local communities adapt to changing climate conditions.”117
Protecting intact forests would in small part help offset carbon released into the
atmosphere by oil sands operations.
The Mikisew Cree propose that industrial impacts on all remaining intact landscapes be
greatly limited or eliminated in the future. Intact forests are defined as areas of at least
500 km2 in extent with no disturbance visible in Landsat imagery at 30 metre
resolution.118 In addition, these intact forest patches must be linked by “corridors” at
least two kilometres wide. Map Fourteen shows the locations and extent of intact
landscapes proposed for protection.

6.4 Contiguous Ungulate Habitat
Wood bison and the woodland caribou are considered threatened under the Species at
Risk Act, and moose is one of the cultural keystone species for the Mikisew Cree.
Habitat loss and fragmentation is probably the most significant threat to wildlife
populations.119 The viability of a species in a landscape depends on the quantity and
quality of habitat.120
In order to maintain the ungulate populations in the Lower Athabasca Region,
remaining habitat needs to be protected. The Mikisew Cree propose protecting
remaining large tracts of habitats suitable for moose, woodland caribou, and wood
bison. Protection of large ungulate habitat not only directly protects traditional
resources of the Mikisew Cree but also indirectly protects species who occupy the same
habitat as moose, caribou and bison. Map Fifteen shows the townships within which
large aggregations of ungulate habitat still exist and for which the Mikisew Cree propose
protection. In addition to habitat loss, ungulate populations also suffer from the
indirect impacts of development, including reduced water and air quality. The oil sands
companies should therefore be required by government to invest in best available
technologies to help minimize direct and indirect impact on these populations.

6.5 Backcountry streams and lakes
The statistical analyses of the TLU data clearly show that the Mikisew Cree select
backcountry streams as their preferred places to practice their traditions. They use the
streams as access to remote habitat occupied by animal species important to their way of
life. They hunt and trap important species near those waterways, and they construct

Canadian Boreal Initiative 2009
Potapov et al. 2008
119 Mills 2007
120 Rutledge and Lepczyk 2002
117
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habitations on and very near navigable waterways – for example, by far most sites where
moose are harvested are located
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Map Fourteen – Intact Landscapes
(MSES 2010)
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Map Fifteen – Townships with Tracts of Ungulate Habitat
(MSES 2010)
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within one kilometre of a water body, and habitation sites are typically immediately
adjacent to water.
Near-shore areas support a myriad of ecological processes including habitat for species
at risk as noted by Environment Canada in their submission to the Total Joslyn North
Mine hearings. Protection of streams and lakes and riparian habitat bordering these
water bodies ensures the protection of important wildlife habitat, wildlife corridors,
waterfowl staging and nesting areas, biodiversity, and other important biotic and abiotic
ecosystem functions.
Because backcountry waterways are crucial to Mikisew Cree culture, they propose the
establishment of a two kilometre no-development buffer (1 km on either side of the
watercourse) for category 1, 2 and 3 streams throughout their traditional use territory
and a one kilometre buffer around all lakes. In addition, because the MCFN members
use the water bodies downstream of the Birch Mountains Headwaters, the slopes of the
Birch Mountains also need to be protected. Map Sixteen shows the extent of buffers
around streams and lakes.
As well as cultural reasons, there are important ecological reasons for protecting
streams, lakes and wetlands with a buffer. The protection of all areas around water
bodies is key to the establishment of an interconnected network of source habitats as
Environment Canada argued in their testimony at the Total Joslyn North Mine hearings,
because it combines all the functions needed to help maintain regional ecosystem and
traditional land use processes, including:







Wildlife corridors to allow for regional dispersal
Setbacks from waterbodies to protect the water
Setbacks to protect the riparian habitats
Protecting important waterfowl habitat for both nesting and staging
Protecting wetlands
Protecting traditional use sites and resources

Setting aside a one kilometre buffer around each waterbody will support the Provincial
Water Act and the Federal Policy on Wetland Conservation. The conservation of
wetlands in Alberta is supported by a variety of laws, policies, guidelines, and initiatives.
The Federal Policy on Wetland Conservation is the main policy relating to wetlands on
federal lands. Two key goals of this policy include:



Maintenance of the functions and values derived from wetlands, and
No net loss (NNL) of wetland functions.

Land use changes, climate change, human population growth and industrial
development all contribute to the reduction of wetlands. Wetland loss in the Green
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Area, which is represented by the forested public land in northern and western Alberta,
is unknown but has likely increased
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Map Sixteen – Buffers along Streams and around Lakes
(MSES 2010)

due to the rapid industrial development in the oil sands region.121 Map Four shows the
extent of industrial disturbance in the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo,
supporting the view of the Alberta Water Council that wetland loss is on the increase.
The analyses of landscape disturbance indicate the urgent need for immediate
protection of all wetlands in that region, because wetlands sustain populations of plants
and animals which are important in the Mikisew Cree local economy.
All water in Alberta, including water on public and private land, is the property of the
Crown under the Provincial Water Act.122 The Water Act prohibits water bodies from
being disturbed, drained, filled in, or altered, unless authorized by an approval from
Alberta Environment.
It is unlikely that a comprehensive wetland inventory exists for the Mikisew Cree use
territory. It is, therefore, essential to provide the Mikisew Cree First Nation with
detailed information on wetland extent, distribution and function in order to support
the NNL of wetland functions. Furthermore, any NNL approach must take into account,
through consultation, the requirements for sustaining the First Nation‟s treaty and
aboriginal rights. It cannot be assumed, for example, that simply exchanging one water
body or wetland area for another will be sufficient for the exercise of those rights.
Community members stated on a number of occasions that wetlands are being
degraded. If true, then protection, restoration and compensation initiatives must take
place immediately in support of the NNL policy. The NNL policy can only work if the
extent and distribution of wetlands is quantified to assess how much wetland exists, how
much is disturbed and how much is compensated. There is a strong need for such a
baseline study.
Waterfowl research was conducted in the early days of oil sands development. For
example, at Gordon Lake, south of Fort McMurray, one-day counts as high as 5,600
birds have been documented during the spring, and estimates during fall migration of
up to 100,000 ducks have been reported.123 This indicates that Gordon Lake was of
major importance for waterfowl at that time. Oral accounts by Mikisew Cree suggest
that migration flyways existed west of the Athabasca River. Unfortunately, there is, at
present, insufficient reliable and accurate western scientific information to confirm
Mikisew Cree oral accounts of waterfowl habitat being at risk due to industrial
development.124 Further research from both a western scientific and TEK perspective is
Alberta Water Council 2008
First Nations such as the Mikisew Cree First Nation assert, either by virtue of their Aboriginal rights, or
as a necessary incident of their Treaty 8 rights, certain rights to water.
123 Syncrude Canada. 1973
124 This situation may change. On October 22, 2010, Syncrude agreed to pay the largest fine in Canadian
history for an environmental offence after 1,600 ducks died in one of its toxic tailings ponds in April
121

122
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needed to better understand the impacts of industrial development on waterfowl and
waterfowl habitat. Ducks Unlimited Canada (DUC) offers a model for the protection of
waterfowl habitat and waterfowl.
“DUC is working to achieve a mosaic of natural, restored and managed landscapes
capable of perpetually sustaining populations of waterfowl and other wildlife.”125
Clearly, at the current rate of development in Mikisew Cree territory, the maintenance of
“landscapes capable of perpetually sustaining populations of waterfowl and other
wildlife” is a mirage. The disturbance of wetlands must not only be stopped, it must be
reversed to achieve that vision. The Mikisew Cree indicated that lakes and wetlands
need protection not only to sustain their traditional practices, but to achieve DUC‟s
vision as well.
Moreover, DUC‟s conservation goals aim at restoring Canadian landscapes to support
the annual life cycle needs of waterfowl at a national level. In order to achieve this, four
major habitat goals have been embraced that broadly capture DUC‟s conservation
programs:
Goal 1: No loss of wetlands with value to waterfowl
Goal 2: Restore wetlands to support waterfowl
Goal 3: No loss of upland cover with value of waterfowl
Goal 4: Restore upland cover to improve habitat conditions for waterfowl
These goals are similar to the federal wetland policies noted above, but add the need for
the protection of the surrounding upland. Again, the goal to restore uplands is in
harmony with the Mikisew Cree goals. The buffers proposed here would go far towards
achieving this goal.

7.0 Conclusions
Map Seventeen shows the extent and locations of all lands which the Mikisew Cree
propose for protection. The LARP applies to 93,217 kilometers2 of north-eastern
Alberta, and together the areas proposed by the Mikisew Cree for protection totals
37,621 kilometers2 – about 40.4% of the LARP area. The Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo is 68,816 kilometers2 in area. The Mikisew Cree proposals would protect 54.7%

2008. The fine totalled $3 million, and of that $1.3 million will go to the University of Alberta to fund a
research project into bird migration and the effectiveness of bird deterrents. This may finally yield the
information needed to properly assess the impact of oil sands operations on waterfowl habitat. (CBC
News, cbc.ca, Updated: October 22, 2010 6:09 PM)
125 Ducks Unlimited Canada 2010
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of the municipality. The Mikisew Cree are proposing protections126 for a considerable
part of the LARP area, but as Map Eighteen shows, it

From the Mikisew Cree‟s perspective, “protection” can come in a variety of forms: prohibiting
industrial activity in certain areas, limiting the kinds of industrial activity in certain areas, Mikisew-GoA
co-management of certain areas, and related measures. As part of the consultation process surrounding
LARP, Mikisew is interesting in discussing these issues with the GoA.
126
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Map Seventeen – All Areas Proposed by the Mikisew Cree for Protection
(MSES 2010)
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Map Eighteen – Mikisew Cree Land and Resource Use Sites and Features
And Areas Proposed for Protection
(use data from all six TLU studies; MSES 2010)
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does not take in all of their traditional territory, nor all of the area they have used
extensively and intensively over the past century. Nevertheless, the protected lands and
resources will enable the Mikisew Cree to continue their traditional practices well into
the future.
Further, the Mikisew Cree proposals are for the most part consistent with
recommendations made by the Lower Athabasca Regional Advisory Council (RAC)
which was established in 2008 to offer advice to the provincial government regarding
future resource development, land conservation objectives, regional air and water
thresholds, and human development considerations in the region. The RAC submitted
its report to the Government of Alberta‟s Land Use Secretariat in early 2010.127The RAC
examined numerous issues and the advice they offered on several of these parallel what
is proposed by the Mikisew Cree. The RAC recognized that,
“The foundation of the culture and economy of the Lower Athabasca Region is
the land itself. The Lower Athabasca Region contains diverse landforms,
vegetation, species and resources. Maintaining this biodiversity is essential for
supporting human, plant and animal life. Maintaining the health and abundance
of wildlife is also important to aboriginal peoples and communities, and the
exercise of their rights.”
To achieve this outcome, the RAC advised the Government of Alberta to implement
management strategies aimed at











ensuring healthy ecosystems and processes
conservation of land in the region
maintenance and improvement of landscape connectivity
reduction of the industrial footprint
implementation of Alberta‟s new wetland policy
the development and implementation of a biodiversity management framework
increasing the capacity of mixed-use resource lands to support movement of
native species and communities
connecting conservation areas to improve their resilience to changing
environmental conditions
managing water quality and quantity to enhance and maintain ecological
integrity and human health
conservation of a regional network for the maintenance of ecological components
and processes in representative and high conservation value landscapes

Lower Athabasca Regional Advisory Council 2010. Advice to the Government of Alberta Regarding a
Vision for the Lower Athabasca Region.
127
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By taking all this advice into account, “The RAC has identified 14 per cent of the region
as recommended conservation areas, to bring the total conservation area in the region
up to 20 per cent. As per the terms of reference, an additional 12 per cent of lands in the
region are also recommended by RAC as proposed conservation areas.”128 If all lands
identified by the RAC were made into conservation areas, about 32 percent of the region
would be protected from industrial intrusion. The RAC‟s advice compares very well with
both the rationale for protection offered by the Mikisew Cree and the total part of the
region which would be protected.
In some ways, the Mikisew Cree‟s proposals offer better protection than does the RAC
scheme. The river buffers proposed by the Mikisew Cree would connect the conservation
areas that are currently proposed by RAC for the outskirts of the Rural Municipality of
Wood Buffalo. The comprehensive river buffers proposed by the Mikisew Cree would be
more effective at conserving aquatic ecosystems and ecological and traditional resources
that are associated with water bodies.
Caution should be exercised in associating conservation with “mixed use resources” land
classification. About 50% of these areas are already disturbed and the remaining 50%
exist in many small and often isolated patches. Given the current rate of development,
and given that all mixed-use areas are leased, these areas will be fully disturbed (with
not even any patches of undisturbed land left) within the next 20-30 years. The Mikisew
Cree propose to place greater emphasis on the preservation of intact landscapes.
Finally, the need for establishing multi-use corridors is understandable, but where the
Athabasca River is affected, this corridor must be managed tightly and strict
conservation, reclamation, and restoration efforts must be established and enforced to
protect the resources that are relevant for the MCFN. This is exactly why the Mikisew
Cree propose a five kilometer buffer on either side of the Athabasca River.
The RAC report uses the terms “ecosystem health” and “integrity”. However, there are
no measurable targets or benchmarks, not even approaches concretely defined to
protect ecosystem health and integrity. As it stands, the protection and re-establishment
of these conditions are in the eye of the beholder. The RAC report states that, “Alberta
land uses should be managed to ensure healthy ecosystems. Albertans accept the
responsibility to steward our land, air, water and biodiversity so that they can be passed
on to the next generation in as good or better condition.”129

128

Lower Athabasca Regional Advisory Council 2010. Advice to the Government of Alberta Regarding a
Vision for the Lower Athabasca Region. pp.26-27
129
Lower Athabasca Regional Advisory Council 2010. Advice to the Government of Alberta Regarding a
Vision for the Lower Athabasca Region. pp.16
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Under current development scenarios, mixed use areas are not sustainable, given this
definition of sustainability, because no disturbance in these areas, literally none, has yet
been returned to pre-disturbance conditions. In other words, the mixed use areas may
eventually (in several decades, but more likely centuries) have some ecosystems with
wildlife and vegetation supporting ecosystem processes, if reclamation and restoration
efforts are done seriously. Nevertheless, whatever will be restored will be different from
what it was before disturbance. The Mikisew Cree do not believe that the future
conditions, while different, will be as good as or better after industrial disturbance.

8.0 Recommendations
Government Conduct and Practice
1. Alberta must respond more promptly to requests from First Nations to develop
the data and information (including thresholds) required to properly assess and
accommodate Section 35 rights in land use planning. This might include setting
timelines for the Government of Alberta to respond to a proposal for a
Traditional Resource Use Plan and other proposals necessary to properly assess
and accommodate section 35 rights.
2. The Government of Alberta must describe in writing how any areas it
recommends for protection in land use planning takes into account information
supplied by Mikisew Cree First Nation necessary to protect section 35 rights.
3. The Government of Alberta must ensure that all of its regulatory and legislative
mechanisms relating to land use – across all government departments and
ministries – use a rights-based focus and are consistent with the protection of
section 35 rights.
4. The Government of Alberta must carefully and transparently consider how LARP
will be affected by, or affect, other enactments and processes such as CRISP, IFN,
REP, and tribunal and regulatory decisions.
Conservation and Reclamation
5. The Land Stewardship Act and land use plans made under it must guarantee that
if certain areas are protected they will remain protected, even if this requires
amendments to the Land Stewardship Act.
6. LARP must ensure that aboriginal and treaty rights can be exercised in
“conservation” and other areas not only if they are compatible with other uses in
those areas, but to ensure that they are given priority over other uses in those
areas.
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7. LARP must describe how conservation objectives are to be selected, and it must
describe the implementation and monitoring of those objectives. As neither the
RAC Document nor the Government of Alberta has thus far described these in
any meaningful way, LARP‟s land-use classification system must be revised so
that the way in which competing uses are to be balanced can be defined based on
the meaningful incorporation of aboriginal knowledge.
8. The idea of parks being privately managed is not consistent with First Nation‟s
being able to practice their treaty rights in a meaningful way, as it may not make
economic sense for private park management to allow for hunting, fishing or
other traditional land use. Therefore, it is recommended that large tracts of land
designated as conservation areas come under the management of First Nations.
9. Any plans for development of future conservation areas, particularly in areas of
mixed use or industrial use, should not rely on untested or unproven reclamation
plans. Instead, future conservation areas should be developed on the basis of
sound science and incorporation of traditional knowledge.
10. Sustaining the exercise of section 35 rights, now and in the future, should be one
of the key foci in development of the LARP.
Planning Methodology
11. Alberta should work cooperatively with First Nations to develop studies, criteria
and thresholds to sustain the exercise of section 35 rights now and in the future
and to use that information to select conservation areas.
12. The Government of Alberta must conduct proper studies and consider freezing
development in certain areas until more information is known about potential
direct and cumulative impacts of existing, planned and reasonably foreseeable
development, including impacts on section 35 rights and what is needed to
practice and sustain those rights (ecosystem, environment, lands, air, water, fish,
wildlife).
13. LARP must define how environmental assessment and monitoring data collected
by aboriginal peoples will be used in land use planning and decision-making.
14. LARP should require the inclusion of traditional ecological knowledge in land use
planning.
15. The Government of Alberta must slow the pace of extraction in areas which are
being intensely developed, until knowledge of the current state of affairs becomes
clearer. This precautionary approach to development should be a statutory
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requirement, as it is the social responsibility of the government to protect its
citizens.
Assessing Impacts and Effects
16. The Government of Alberta, together with Aboriginal peoples, must develop
criteria, methods and thresholds for assessing the direct and cumulative impacts
of existing, planned and reasonably foreseeable development on the meaningful
exercise of section 35 rights. Criteria, methods, and thresholds assessing what is
required to sustain those rights are needed as well.
17. More work must be done to understand how cumulative effects of oil sands and
other development impact First Nations (culturally, spiritually, economically, and
in terms of human health). A holistic understanding of the effects of
development is needed. LARP should also describe how the enhanced
understanding of cumulative effects will be used in the planning process and
should make provision for further research into the health effects of development
in the LARP area.
Incorporating Aboriginal Knowledge
18. Regulatory change is needed to require that aboriginal knowledge of historical
and recent changes in water quality and quantity, air quality, land and
biodiversity be incorporated into land use planning and decision-making.
19. RAC‟s recommendation calling for use of aboriginal traditional knowledge to
enhance understanding of cumulative effects and develop appropriate
mitigation/minimization strategies must include regulatory changes that require
incorporation of such knowledge at an early point in project and application
planning.
Aboriginal Participation
20. Project-specific terms of reference for environmental assessments as well as all
regulatory decision-making must expressly require information gathering and
consideration of potential direct and cumulative impacts on the exercise of
section 35 rights.
21. There must be a real chance for First Nations to influence planning and project
decision-making in land-use planning and environmental assessment at all levels,
and planning processes and regulatory instruments must make that happen.
22. The RAC recommendation stating that aboriginal peoples be included in terms of
conservation and enhancement of regional biodiversity and ecosystem function
and in respect of developing a traditional knowledge base of the variety and
intensity of impacts of individual and cumulative industrial activities on
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biodiversity and ecosystem functions through time must address when this will
occur, how it will influence LARP or future project-specific decision-making, and
must be made a requirement of GoA policy, regulations and legislation.
Required Regulatory Changes
23. LARP must clarify the relationship between its contents and any project-specific
decisions that must be made by regulatory agencies or individual line ministries.
The extent to which Crown decision-makers and regulatory bodies will be bound
by LARP, irrespective of information put before them, must also be clarified.
24. Alberta must create a new process, or modify existing processes, to assess the
infrastructure, social and economic implications of major projects and the growth
they create in a manner that parallels the application approval process. That
process also needs to involve meaningful consultation with First Nations people
at all key decision-making steps, starting with scoping of projects, terms of
reference, etc. Any focus on increasing “regulatory efficiency” must set out how
section 35 rights will be protected.
25. The RAC recommendation that a cap be placed on the amount of the LARP‟s land
base in mixed-use areas that can be disturbed for oil sands extraction footprint at
any one time needs to be expanded to include all development zones and also
needs to consider placing a limit on all kinds of development depending on
cumulative impacts, not just in terms of oil sands extraction. A cap should be
created in light of information concerning cumulative impacts, and depending on
changes in the environment mechanisms must exist to allow for its revision.
26. The Lieutenant Governor in Council should not have exclusive and final
jurisdiction over regional plans or the ability to amend regional plans without
criteria to guide such decision-making. If that exclusive authority remains,
criteria should be enshrined in ALSA that guides, or better guides, how the
Lieutenant Governor in Council will make decisions to modify any regional plans.
27. The Lieutenant Governor in Council should not have the authority to determine
and amend planning boundaries without addressing section 35 rights and
without First Nation input, consultation and accommodation, and without
criteria to guide such decision-making.
28. First Nations must be included in the process for setting the terms for the tenyear review of each regional plan. The authority to set such terms should not rest
with the Lieutenant Governor in Council alone. Should cumulative impacts prove
to be excessive then revisions must be undertaken at an earlier date.
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29. First Nations should be involved in deciding how to use the conservation tools
created under ALSA, such as stewardship units, off-set programs, etc. This will
require Alberta to limit the discretion of the Lieutenant Governor in Council to
reject management procedures and to ensure that economic, infrastructure and
resource development will not interfere with the promotion of conservation of
these sites.
30. Alberta must ensure that regional planning regulations and related legislation
recognizes the priority allocation of resources to aboriginal peoples or, at a
minimum constitutional requirements concerning the sustenance of aboriginal
rights, when balancing access to limited resources requiring conservation.
31. Alberta must ensure that regional planning regulations and related legislation
acknowledge that the ability of aboriginal peoples to exercise traditional uses of
the land may be linked to specific lands and territories and the resources thereon,
which require conservation to maintain the ability of aboriginal peoples to
exercise traditional uses.
32. The RAC recommendation to work with aboriginal peoples to improve quality of
information to inform and co-ordinate current planning processes, infrastructure
and services planning must be combined with assurances as to what is to be done
with this information, and must ensure adequate safeguards exist for the
protection and appropriate use of such information. This must be enshrined in
regulations and legislation.
Section 35 Rights
33. LARP must make express provision for the protection of section 35 rights and set
out specifics on where and how those rights will be protected.
34. Alberta must recognize that even where the province has valid conservation
objectives, any infringement of aboriginal and treaty rights must still meet the
standard of justified infringement, including priority allocation of resources.
35. LARP must address the impacts of population growth and infrastructure on the
environment and on section 35 rights in the LARP region, and the involvement of
aboriginal peoples in addressing those impacts.
36. Alberta must make provision for Aboriginal control over culturally/historically
significant sites. Renaming sites is not a sufficient land-use plan.
37. More attention must be paid to aboriginal use of the Athabasca River and other
waterways for travel and for the exercise of treaty rights and the Aboriginal Base
Flow recommendation must be adopted.
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Accommodation for Adverse Impacts and Infringements
38. Alberta alone, or with Canada, should establish a fund which can be used by First
Nations to adjust to socio-economic and environmental impacts on their section
35 rights from development, where such development adversely impacts or
infringes their rights.
39. A system of compensation should be developed with First Nations where it can be
shown that development in a particular area has already infringed section 35
rights.
40. Where First Nations wish to participate in economic development a dedicated
First Nations fund should be set up to facilitate such participation, such as loans
and grants for start-up businesses, purchase of equipment, training.
41. Following on other models, there should be a requirement that, as a condition of
project approvals (at least on larger oil sands projects), a company should be
required to negotiate an IBA with the affected First Nations.
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Appendix A
Appendix A is a series of memos containing the results of the statistical analyses
comparing use sites, use selection criteria, and specific ecological parameters of moose,
beaver and waterfowl habitat.

Memo
To:
From:
Tel:
Date:

Doug Elias
Abbie Stewart
(abbie.stewart@mses.ca)
(403) 701-2398
June 1, 2010

File no:
cc:

1010
Petr Komers

Subject:

Considerations for Moose for the Lower Athabasca Regional - UPDATE

Moose Habitat
Moose Habitat Defined
Affinity indices, which indicated habitat preferences (Cairns & Telfer 1980), provided a
quantitative analysis of moose habitat use using an empirical dataset available from the Alberta
Lower Foothills Natural Subregion and the Land Capability Classification (LCC) system.
Affinity indices were calculated using spring pellet group field survey data collected in Alberta
Lower Foothills Natural Subregion in 2005 and 2006.This dataset included information on
moose abundance and survey effort. The large dataset (N=937) provided accurate information
on moose habitat use.
A primary goal of moose habitat mapping was to be able to predict the distribution and
abundance of moose by extrapolating from sampled to un-sampled areas. A quantitative
analysis on moose habitat preferences in the Fort McMurray region yielded similar results to
that of the Alberta Lower Foothills Natural Subregion (MSES Inc. 2007). These similarities in
moose habitat preference across Natural Regions in Alberta justified the application of moose
habitat preference results based on the dataset from the Alberta Lower Foothills Natural
Subregion and the dataset from the Fort McMurray region to areas across Alberta.
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Alberta Study Area
The Alberta Foothills Natural Region (AFNR) covers about 25 000 km2 along the eastern edge of
the Rocky Mountains in Alberta, Canada and is further divided into the Upper and Lower
Foothills Natural Subregions. The boundaries of Alberta Natural Regions are defined according
to vegetation, soils and physiographic features, resulting in multiple regions, each with
relatively consistent vegetation composition (Natural Regions Committee 2006). Vegetation in
the AFNR consists mainly of closed-canopied coniferous, deciduous and mixedwood forests.
Grassland and shrubland vegetation is infrequently interspersed among forest stands (Strong
1992, Beckingham et al. 1996). Commercial timber management has been ongoing for over 50
years in this region (Murphy et al. 2002). Other human activity in this region includes mining,
agriculture, urbanization, and oil and gas production. Only data collected from the Alberta
Lower Foothills Natural Subregion was used in order to minimize the influence of any gradient
in vegetation distribution across the study area.
Pellet Group Survey
We gathered winter habitat use data on moose using fecal pellet group surveys in the spring of
2005 and 2006 (sites not re-sampled). The surveys were conducted prior to leaf-out (late April
to early June) in both years to provide an index of moose distribution in winter. Our method
ensured that new pellets (those lying above the previous years’ leaf litter) were easily observed,
while the older pellets were concealed by leaf litter (Neff 1968, Augustine & Frelich 1998).
Spring fecal pellet group surveys provided an index of moose occurrence representing the
cumulative depositions over the entire preceding winter period (Neff 1968, Augustine & Frelich
1998, Weckerly & Ricca 2000).
Pellet groups were counted within a 5.65 m radius circular plot (100 m2) (Neff 1968). Using a
stratified random sampling procedure, we attempted to proportionally represent all vegetation
types using pellet group plots, excluding water and non-vegetated types. Plots were distributed
a minimum of 200 m from each other and roads, preferably within a separate vegetation patch
and separated by natural features, such as rivers. A total of 937 plots were sampled once each
in the Lower Foothills Natural Region.
Pellet group surveys were conducted by 6 different observers working independently. We
trained all observers and allowed observers to independently sample plots once we obtained
consistency between our pellet group counts. To maintain consistency, observers sampled at
least 1 plot together per day to compare counts and species identification. Multiple observers
were distributed within each site.
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Within a plot, moose pellet groups were identified. A moose pellet group is defined as a
minimum of 5 pellets, within 1 pellet’s-length of one another, and more than half of the pellets
in the group must be within the sample plot to be counted (Strong & Freddy 1979, Harkonen &
Heikkila 1999). Pellet groups occurring beneath fallen leaves or showing signs of decomposition
(distorted shape and/or mold growth) were recorded as ‘old’ and not included in analyses
(Franzman et al. 1976, Cairns & Telfer 1980).
Analysis
The proportion of plots in each vegetation type (expected) was compared with the proportion
of moose pellet groups counted within each vegetation type (observed; pi) using a chi-square
test. If the chi-square was significant, indicating that observed moose pellet groups were not
distributed proportionately amongst vegetation types, then Affinity indices and Bonferroni
confidence intervals were calculated to determine which vegetation types generated the
statistical significance (Neter et al. 1996). The vegetation types that were used significantly
more than expected were considered as preferred moose habitat (Neu et al. 1974, Arthur et al.
1996).
Affinity indices were calculated using methods outlined in Neu et al. (1974), Cairns and Telfer
(1980), and Harkonen and Heikkila (1999). Affinity indices for moose were calculated as:
(proportion of total counts of moose pellet groups on plots in vegetation group x (pi)) /
(proportion of study plots in vegetation group x). Affinity indices are positive values with no
upper limit. The calculation of affinity indices takes sampling effort into consideration. An index
<1.0 indicated that the vegetation group was used less than one would expect based on
sampling effort. An index equal to 1.0 indicated that the vegetation group was used in
proportion to its sampling effort. An index >1.0 indicated that the vegetation group was used
more than one would expect based on sampling effort (preferred). Bonferroni confidence
intervals were calculated to determine which vegetation groups were used significantly more or
less than would be expected based on sampling effort (Neu et al. 1974, Arthur et al. 1996).
Affinity indices give an indication of habitat preference, while Bonferroni confidence intervals
determine statistical significance of vegetation use. Bonferroni confidence intervals were
constructed for each observed proportion of moose pellet groups (pi) to identify whether the
expected proportion of moose pellet groups (proportion of study plots in vegetation group x)
fell within the magnitude of the significant effects. Bonferroni confidence intervals use an
adjusted z-statistic that widens the confidence intervals (to bound the probability error rate at
α=0.05) and takes into consideration that multiple simultaneous estimates are being made.

Results
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Moose pellet groups were not distributed proportionately amongst the available vegetation
types (Chi-square, P ≤0.05, χ2=12.63, df=6). Moose used shrubland habitat significantly more
often than expected according to Bonferroni confidence intervals (Table 1). Coniferous
vegetation was used by moose significantly less than expected (Table 1). Deciduous, shrub, and
herb vegetation types had affinity indices >1 indicating that these habitats were used more
than expected based on sampling effort.
Table 1: Habitat affinity indices and Bonferroni confidence intervals for moose using pellet
group data from the Alberta Foothills Natural Region

Vegetation
Type

Number
of Plots

Expected
Proportion of
Pellet Groups

Affinity
Index

Bonferroni
Confidence Intervals

187
412
215
1

Observed
Proportion of
Pellet Groups
(Pi)
0.23
0.27
0.32
0

Deciduous
Coniferous
Shrub
Water
Wetland Treed
Herb
Mixedwood

0.20
0.44*
0.23*
0.01

1.16
0.62
1.38
0

0.17≤ pi ≥0.29
0.21≤ pi ≥0.33
0.26≤ pi ≥0.37
n/a†

6

0.01

0.01

0.79

-0.06≤ pi ≥0.07

115
1

0.18
0

0.12
0.01

1.43
0

0.11≤ pi ≥0.24
n/a†

* Observed significantly different expected; † Confidence cannot be calculated with 0 observations.

A quantitative analysis using moose pellet group data from the Fort McMurray region using
similar methods yielded similar results (MSES Inc. 2007). Moose used deciduous and mixed
wood habitat significantly more often than expected according to Bonferroni confidence
intervals (Table 2). Bog/fen/wetland vegetation was used by moose significantly less than
expected (Table 2). Deciduous, mixed wood, shrub, and water had affinity indices >1 indicating
that these habitats were used more than expected based on sampling effort.

Table 2: Habitat affinity indices and Bonferroni confidence intervals for moose using pellet
group data from the Fort McMurray region
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Vegetation Type

Expected Proportion of
Pellet Group

Bog/fen/wetland
Coniferous
Deciduous
Disturbed
Mixed wood
Shrub
Water

0.38*
0.16
0.17*
0.01
0.13*
0.13
0.03

Affinity Index

0.65
0.66
1.80
0
1.03
1.44
2.68

Bonferroni
Confidence Intervals
0.17≤ pi ≥0.28
0.05≤ pi ≥0.17
0.18≤ pi ≥0.29
n/a†
0.22≤ pi ≥0.33
0.03≤ pi ≥0.15
0.01≤ pi ≥0.12

* Observed significantly different expected; † Confidence cannot be calculated with 0 observations.

Based on the significant results of the Bonferroni confidence intervals from these two datasets,
shrub, deciduous, and mixed wood vegetation types were defined as moose preferred habitat.
Kill Sites in Moose Habitat
A Chi square test was used to test whether moose kill sites (terry data) were predominantly
located within moose habitat (shrub, deciduous, and mixedwood vegetation). Locations of
known moose kill sites (observed) were compared to set of random locations (expected)
distributed throughout the study area. It was determined whether each point fell within moose
habitat or outside of moose habitat for these two datasets. The numbers of observed and
expected kill sites within moose habitat and outside moose habitat was compared.
It was found that the observed number of moose kill sites was significantly different than the
expected number of moose kill sites (Chi square, χ2=21.48, df=1). Figure 1 shows the observed
proportion of moose kill sites in moose habitat compared to the expected proportion of moose
kills sites in moose habitat. A higher proportion of observed moose kill sites occurred within
moose habitat.
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Proportion of Moose Kills in Moose Habitat (%)
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Figure 1: Moose Kill Sites in Moose Habitat

Proximity to Water Bodies to Moose Kill Sites
A Chi square test was used to test whether moose kill sites were predominantly located near a
water body. Locations of known moose kill sites (observed) were compared to set of random
locations (expected) distributed throughout the study area. The distance of the closest water
body was calculated for each point within these two datasets. The number of observed and
expected kill sites within 11 (250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, >2500)
distance categories was compared.
It was found that the observed number of moose kill sites decreased as distance from a water
body increased (Figure 2). The observed number of moose kill sites near a waterbody was
found to be significantly different than the expected (Figure 3) number of moose kill sites near
a waterbody (Chi square, χ2=446.99, df=10).
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Figure 2: The observed numbers of moose kill sites
at increasing distance from water
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Figure 3: The expected numbers of moose kill sites
at increasing distance from water

Proximity of Cabins to Moose Kill Sites
A Chi square test was used to test whether moose kill sites were predominantly located near
cabins. Locations of known moose kill sites (observed) were compared to set of random
locations (expected) distributed throughout the study area. The distance of the closest cabin
was calculated for each point within these two datasets. The number of observed and expected
kill sites within 11 (250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, >2500) distance
categories was compared.
It was found that the observed number of moose kill sites decreased as distance from a cabin
increased (Figure 4). The observed number of moose kill sites near a cabin was found to be
significantly different than the expected (Figure 5) number of moose kill sites near a cabin (Chi
square, χ2=8787.43, df=10).
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Figure 4: The observed numbers of moose kill sites
at increasing distance from cabins
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Figure 5: The expected numbers of moose kills sites
at increasing distance from cabins
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Considerations for Waterfowl for the Lower Athabasca Regional - UPDATE

Waterfowl Habitat
Waterfowl Habitat Defined
Waterfowl habitat was based on a Green-winged teal habitat model previously developed for a
project in the Fort McMurray region, Alberta (MSES Inc. 2007). The Green-winged teal habitat
model was developed using published literature (Hickie 1985, Bent 1987, Roof 1999) and
adapted from a waterfowl model developed by OPTI-Nexen (2006). Key habitat components for
waterfowl include the presence of adjacent graminoid, herbaceous, and low shrub habitat and
open water. Based on this information, shrub, bog/fen, and grass vegetation types within 100
m of a water body and open water were defined as waterfowl habitat for the analyses herein.
Harvesting Sites in Waterfowl Habitat
A Chi square test was used to test whether waterfowl harvesting sites (terry data) were
predominantly located within waterfowl habitat (as described above). Locations of known
waterfowl harvesting sites (observed) were compared to set of random locations (expected)
distributed throughout the study area. It was determined whether each point fell within
waterfowl habitat or outside of waterfowl habitat for these two datasets. The numbers of
observed and expected harvesting sites within waterfowl habitat and outside waterfowl habitat
was compared.
It was found that the observed number of waterfowl harvesting sites was significantly different
than the expected number of waterfowl harvesting sites (Chi square, χ2=1199.25, df=1). Figure
1 shows the observed proportion of waterfowl harvesting sites in waterfowl habitat compared
to the expected proportion of waterfowl harvestings sites in waterfowl habitat. A higher
proportion of observed waterfowl harvesting sites occurred within waterfowl habitat.
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Figure 1: Waterfowl Harvesting Sites in Waterfowl Habitat

Proximity to Water Bodies to Waterfowl Harvesting Sites
A Chi square test was used to test whether waterfowl harvesting sites were predominantly
located near a water body. Locations of known waterfowl harvesting sites (observed) were
compared to set of random locations (expected) distributed throughout the study area. The
distance of the closest water body was calculated for each point within these two datasets. The
number of observed and expected harvesting sites within 11 (250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500,
1750, 2000, 2250, >2500) distance categories was compared.
It was found that the observed number of waterfowl harvesting sites decreased as distance
from a water body increased (Figure 2). The observed number of waterfowl harvesting sites
near a waterbody was found to be significantly different than the expected (Figure 3) number
of waterfowl harvesting sites near a waterbody (Chi square, χ2=278.83, df=10).
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Figure 2: The observed number of waterfowl harvesting sites
at increasing distance from water
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Figure 3: The expected number of waterfowl harvesting sites
at increasing distance from water

Proximity of Cabins to Waterfowl Harvesting Sites
A Chi square test was used to test whether waterfowl harvesting sites were predominantly
located near cabins. Locations of known waterfowl harvesting sites (observed) were compared
to set of random locations (expected) distributed throughout the study area. The distance of
the closest cabin was calculated for each point within these two datasets. The number of
observed and expected harvesting sites within 10 (500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000,
2250, >2500) distance categories was compared.
It was found that the observed number of waterfowl harvesting sites decreased as distance
from a cabin increased (Figure 4). The observed number of waterfowl harvesting sites near a
cabin was found to be significantly different than the expected (Figure 5) number of waterfowl
harvesting sites near a cabin (Chi square, χ2=5687.25, df=9).
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Figure 4: The observed number of waterfowl harvesting sites
at increasing distance from cabins
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Figure 5: The expected number of waterfowl harvestings sites
at increasing distance from cabins
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Beaver Habitat
Beaver Habitat Defined
Beaver habitat was based on a habitat model previously developed for a project in the Fort
McMurray region, Alberta (MSES Inc. 2007). The beaver habitat model was developed using
published literature (Williams 1965, Rezendes 1999, Gallant et al. 2004, Boyle and Owens 2007)
and adapted from Allen (1982). Key habitat components for beaver include the presence of
adjacent tree and shrub habitat and permanent, low-gradient water bodies. Based on this
information, shrub, deciduous forest, and mixedwood forest within 150 m of a water body,
coniferous forest within 100 m of a water body, and permanent water were defined as beaver
habitat for the analyses herein.
Harvesting Sites in Beaver Habitat
A Chi square test was used to test whether beaver harvesting sites (terry data) were
predominantly located within beaver habitat (as defined above). Locations of known beaver
harvesting sites (observed) were compared to set of random locations (expected) distributed
throughout the study area. It was determined whether each point fell within beaver habitat or
outside of beaver habitat for these two datasets. The numbers of observed and expected
harvesting sites within beaver habitat and outside beaver habitat was compared.
It was found that the observed number of beaver harvesting sites was significantly different
than the expected number of beaver harvesting sites (Chi square, χ2=113.69, df=1). Figure 1
shows the observed proportion of beaver harvesting sites in beaver habitat compared to the
expected proportion of beaver harvestings sites in beaver habitat. A higher proportion of
observed beaver harvesting sites occurred within beaver habitat.
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Figure 1: Beaver Harvesting Sites in Beaver Habitat

Proximity to Water Bodies to Beaver Harvesting Sites
A Chi square test was used to test whether beaver harvesting sites were predominantly located
near a water body. Locations of known beaver harvesting sites (observed) were compared to
set of random locations (expected) distributed throughout the study area. The distance of the
closest water body was calculated for each point within these two datasets. The number of
observed and expected harvesting sites within 11 (250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000,
2250, >2500) distance categories was compared.
It was found that the observed number of beaver harvesting sites decreased as distance from a
water body increased (Figure 2). The observed number of beaver harvesting sites near a
waterbody was found to be significantly different than the expected (Figure 3) number of
beaver harvesting sites near a waterbody (Chi square, χ2=352.12, df=10).
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Figure 2: The observed number of beaver harvesting sites
at increasing distance from water
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Figure 3: The expected number of beaver harvesting sites
at increasing distance from water

Proximity of Cabins to Beaver Harvesting Sites
A Chi square test was used to test whether beaver harvesting sites were predominantly located
near cabins. Locations of known beaver harvesting sites (observed) were compared to set of
random locations (expected) distributed throughout the study area. The distance of the closest
cabin was calculated for each point within these two datasets. The number of observed and
expected harvesting sites within 10 (500, 750, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, >2500)
distance categories was compared.
It was found that the observed number of beaver harvesting sites decreased as distance from a
cabin increased (Figure 4). The observed number of beaver harvesting sites near a cabin was
found to be significantly different than the expected (Figure 5) number of beaver harvesting
sites near a cabin (Chi square, χ2=2853.54, df=9).
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Figure 4: The observed number of beaver harvesting sites
at increasing distance from cabins
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Figure 5: The expected number of beaver harvestings sites
at increasing distance from cabins
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Appendix B
Appendix B is a series of documents describing Mikisew Cree First Nation‟s
requirements for the Nation to fully participate in the benefits of managing lands and
resources in their use territory.

Proposal to Develop Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation and Mikisew Cree First Nation
Traditional Land and Resource Use Management Plans (TRULMP). Submitted to
Government of Alberta Land Use Secretariat. 28 September 2010.
Response to Government of Alberta‟s Regulatory Enhancement Project (REP).
Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation, Mikisew Cree First Nation, and Chipewyan Prairie
Dene First Nations to Regulatory Enhancement Task Force. 15 October 2010.
Comments on the Lower Athabasca Regional Advisory Council‟s Advice to the
Government of Alberta Regarding a Vision for the Lower Athabasca Region (the RAC
document). Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation, Mikisew Cree First Nation, and
Chipewyan Prairie Dene First Nations to Land Use Secretariat. 19 October 2010.
Condensed Analysis of RAC Vision Document. Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation,
Mikisew Cree First Nation, and Chipewyan Prairie Dene First Nation.
Joint Submissions of the Mikisew Cree First Nation and the Chipewyan Prairie Dene
First Nation on Alberta‟s Land Use Framework (“LUF”).
Technical Reviews of Phase 2 Framework Committee Recommendations. Athabasca
Chipewyan First Nation and Mikisew Cree First Nation to Alberta Environment and
Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 23 August 2010.
Proposed work plan for consultation on the Lower Athabasca Regional Plan (LARP).
Mikisew Cree First Nation to Land-use Secretariat, Sustainable Resource Development.
19 August 2009
Mikisew Cree First Nation – Proposed Work Plan and Budget for Consultation on LARP.
Covering letter, re: Land Use Framework and the development of the Northeast
Regional Plan. Mikisew Cree First Nation to Land-use Framework, Sustainable
Resource and Environmental Management Alberta. 31 October 2008
Mikisew Cree First Nation Alberta Land Use Framework Review. 28 October 2008
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Response to the Multi-Stakeholder Committee Phase II Proposed Options for Strategies
and Actions and Submission to the Government of Alberta For the Oil Sands Strategy.
Mikisew Cree First Nation to Government of Alberta. June 2007
Response to the Muskeg River Watershed Framework for Water Quantity and Quality.
Mikisew Cree First Nation to Alberta Environment. December 2007
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